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FROM DILATION TO COARTICULATION:
IS THERE VOWEL HARMONY IN FRENCH?
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This paper presents the preliminary results of an acoustic study, and a
review of previous work on vowel harmony in French. It shows that
harmony, initially regarded as regular sound change, is considered an
optional constraint on the distribution of mid vowels. Acoustic evi-
dence of anticipatory assimilation of pretonic mid vowels to tonic high
and low vowels is shown in three speakers' readings of disyllabic
words in two dialects. It is argued that vowel-to-vowel assimilation, re-
ferred to as 'vowel harmony', does exist in French, and it is likely to
extend beyond the morphological contexts in which it was previously
thought to operate.
1.0 Introduction
Whether vowel harmony (henceforth, VH) exists in French might seem an incon-
gruous question, since French is not known as one of the classic harmonic systems
requiring all vowels in a prosodic domain, typically the word, to share ('harmo-
nize' in) one or several features. While the phonological systems of Turkish and
Hungarian, for instance, represent textbook examples of rounding and front/back
harmonies, and many African languages, e.g., Igbo, are known for their use of
[ATR] harmony, no dialect of French has ever been described as making an exten-
sive use of VH. Yet, historical and contemporary descriptions routinely analyze
cases of word-level vowel-to-vowel assimilation in such terms. As a type of vowel
assimilation process, VH in these studies can be characterized as a 'form of quali-
tative articulatory adaptation between vowels with regard to one or more features'
(Bussmann 1996:518). While previous studies of the French sound system gener-
ally agree on the existence of VH in such a broad sense, they often differ in their
analyses of actual data.
VH in French is commonly described as a word-level anticipatory process
affecting non-final mid vowels in open syllables that assimilate in height to the
vowel of the final, tonic syllable.' When the vowel of the tonic syllable is a non-
' The French vowel system has four degrees of opening, i.e., mid-vowels have two allophones. These are
referred to as mi-ouvertes 'half-open' ([e]-[oe]-[D]), and mi-fermees 'half-closed' ([e]-[0]-[o]) in French
(see Tranel 1987). Conceptualized as degrees of vowel 'height', these terms are commonly translated as
'low-mid' and 'high-mid' in English (see Walker 2001).
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low vowel, such as [e] in examples (la) and (2a), the pretonic mid vowel should
be high-mid, such as [e] in (la), and [0] in (2a). Conversely, when the final vowel
is low, like [a] in (lb), and [a] in (2b), the pretonic mid vowel becomes low-mid,
resulting in [e] and [oe] in (lb) and (2b) (Walker 2001:54):
(la) a/mer [eme] 'to love'
(lb) aimable [emabl] 'lovely'
(2a) aveugler [av0gle] 'to blind'
(2b) aveuglant [avoegla] 'blinding'
VH is also thought to operate in morphologically derived contexts, where the
mid vowel of the base may alternate depending on the height of the following suf-
fix vowel. For instance in (3), lol is realized as low-mid in the derived form under
the influence of the following low-mid vowel [e] (Walker 2001:55):
(3) gros [gKo] 'huge', adj. masc. > grossesse [gKases] 'pregnancy'
Notice, however, that the outcome in (3) conflicts with predictions that can
be made in terms of 'open/closed syllable adjustment' {la loi de position). Ac-
cording to this constraint— subject to many exceptions in different dialects— the
degree of opening of a mid vowel is determined by syllable structure: high-mid
vowels (voyelles mi-fermees) appear in open syllables, while low-mid vowels
(voyelles mi-ouvertes) occur in closed syllables. Therefore, the outcome of the
derivation in (3) could also be as shown in (4), i.e., with lol realized as high-mid:
(4) grosse [gKo:s] 'huge', adj. fem. > grossesse [gKOses] 'pregnancy'
Although the input form grosse 'huge' in (4), featuring a high-mid vowel in
a closed syllable, represents an exception to the open/closed syllable adjustment
rule {la loi de position), the output is the preferred realization for Tranel
(1987:61). For Tranel the pretonic high-mid vowel [o] in (4) is arguably due to
some type of faithfulness constraint, as 'the vowel quality found in the base word
is preserved in the derived word' (ibid.).
As the examples in (3) and (4) illustrate, the distribution of mid vowels in
these contexts has been analyzed in terms of several, sometimes conflicting, proc-
esses. It is, therefore, an open question whether VH needs to be part of this com-
plex repertoire of generalizations. Crucially, one must ask the question: is there
empirical evidence in support of the phenomena illustrated above? Also, if it ex-
ists, does vowel assimilation in French represent instances of VH or of other types
of assimilatory change? Since the vowel triggering the harmony effect is that of
the suffix, i.e., the process is anticipatory, an analysis in terms of umlaut or meta-
phony- could be equally likely. Furthermore, is VH tied to specific morphological
environments or can it also be shown in semantically and morphologically unre-
lated contexts?
" Some analysis restrict the term 'vowel harmony' to carry-over assimilation, preferring terms such as
'umlaut' or 'affection' for cases of anticipatory assimilation (see Trask 1996:383). This point is discussed
in greater detail in the conclusion.
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The answer to the first question is straightforward: to the best of our knowl-
edge, there is currently no empirical data on VH in French. Thus, work presented
in this paper represents the first such investigation. There is also a general lack of
evidence on realizations of mid vowels in different dialects of French despite the
fact that mid vowels in some contexts can become actual shibboleth words, al-
lowing a native speaker to tell the approximate geographical origin of another
speaker. Front and back rounded mid vowels in words such as chose 'thing', feutre
'felt', and veule 'spineless' are always open ([oe] and [o]) in what is referred to as
'the South', i.e., roughly the Oc dialect area, but they are usually realized as high-
mid ([0] and [o]) in varieties of Ile-de-France, i.e., part of the Oil dialect area. A
strict North-South division along this pattern, however, does not apply, since ver-
nacular varieties of Belgian French also prefer [oe] and [o] in these contexts
(Blampin 1997:169).
In this paper we will examine two types of mid vowel in the pretonic posi-
tion of existing, disyllabic words in two dialects of French. We will first offer a
review of previous studies in order to test some of the earlier claims empirically.
We will then present evidence in support of anticipatory vowel assimilation, and
suggest relating our findings to a group of phenomena known as metaphony in the
history of French and other Romance languages.
2.0 Previous treatments of VH in French
2.1 Dilation, metapliony, and umlaut
Vowel-to-vowel assimilation in French was first analyzed in the Traite de phone-
tique 'Treatise on Phonetics' by Maurice Grammont (1914[1939]) in terms of 'vo-
caUc dilation'. As phonetic dictionaries rightly point out, such terms — now used
only sporadically in studies of French phonology (Gadet 1997:74-5) — might be
just 'generic label [s] applied in a quite bewildering fashion to a wide range of
historical changes' (Trask 1996:221).^ From the Latin dilato 'to extend', the term
'dilation' refers to the anticipation or persistence of articulatory movements be-
yond the syllable in which the segment is located. It appears to be a metaphor for
assimilation between non-adjacent segments: 'certain qualities of a phoneme
spread to another phoneme that is not in immediate contact with the propagating
phoneme' (Grammont 1939:251). Cases of vocalic dilation — among them umlaut
and metaphony — are viewed as a regular sound change, affecting all morpho-
logical classes of a certain phonetic form at once, and with great uniformity: 'Di-
lation is accomplished with perfect regularity and consistence when all conditions
it requires are met' (p. 251). Although the term 'vowel harmony' does not appear
in the treatise, the definition provided by Grammont for 'dilation' matches con-
temporary descriptions of VH in French:
In Parisian French [our emphasis], vocalic dilation is regressive; it departs
generally from the stressed vowel: the first of the two vowels in two con-
' The title of the chapter is 'Dilation', which is the preferred spelling of the term throughout the text. One
exception is the spelling dilatation on p. 251 with respect to assimilation between non-adjacent consonants.
Whether this change in spelling signals a meaningful conceptual difference is, however, difficult to tell.
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secutive syllables tends to adjust its quality to the second one; this is a dila-
tion in degree of opening, and as such also in point of articulation [the posi-
tion of the tongue along the front-back axis] (p. 266).
The process is argued to be productive in derivational and inflectional con-
texts. More typical in the front-mid series, it introduces a systematic [e]/[e] alter-
nation depending on the height of the following vowel, as in (5).
(5) plaire [pleK] 'to please'
plaisir [pleziK] 'pleasure'
plaisant [pleza] 'pleasurable'
Somewhat diminishing his own claim about the categorical nature of this op-
position, Grammont confides, however, that the alternation is a rather 'delicate nu-
ance' which might be difficult to perceive, because it affects unaccented vowels
'articulated with little tension' (ibid.). The phenomenon seems less clear for /o/,
and is subject to many variations in front vowels, as well.
Andre Martinet (1945) affirms having found no evidence that the first vowel
in a disyllabic word would be affected by the quality of the following vowel.
Based on questionnaires circulated in a POW camp for French officers. Martinet
declares that in none of the regional pronunciations of French does the assimila-
tion process seem to be typical of 'the majority of the subjects' (p. 142). There-
fore, he argues, 'it does not seem to present the universal character many phoneti-
cians, including Mr. Grammont, wish to attribute to it' (ibid.). Notice, however,
that the two test cases Martinet presented to his subjects, (6a-b), are examples that
Grammont did not include in his discussion of vocalic dilation. The pair in (6a) is
not quoted in his treatise, and the example in (6b) is based on the presumed alter-
nation of the mid vowels [oe] and [0], which is not discussed in Grammont' s dila-
tion rule.'*
(6a) ete [etc] 'summer' (il) etait [ete] '(he) was'
(6b) dejeuner [de30ne] 'lunch' dejeunons [desceno] '(we) have lunch'
The notion of dilation also appears in Phonetique historique dii frangais
'Historical Phonetics of French' by Pierre Fouche (1952). It refers, however, only
to historical changes that led, for instance, to the closure and subsequent nasaliza-
tion of e to! in words in Old French {venl (Lat.) > vln (CFr.))."" Synchronic as-
pects of vowel-to-vowel assimilation are discussed in the Traite de prononciation
frangaise 'French Pronunciation Treatise' (Fouche 1956) in terms of VH, which is
defined similarly to Grammont' s conception of dilation. A few differences be-
tween the two approaches are, however, worth mentioning.
'' We doubt that the alternation in (6b) exists in contemporary French. Based on Fougeron & Smith 1999,
the assimilating, final, back, rounded nasal vowel in dejeunons is more closed and rounded than Martinet's
transcription in [5] makes it appear.
' The fronting of Latin e to! in Old French (feci (Lat.) > *t'ici> tis (Old Fr.)) is also cited as an example of
dilationA'H by Malmberg (1974:178).
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Fouche clearly states that VH does not affect the back mid vowel /o/, which
remains phonetically low (half-open) no matter what vowel follows in the tonic
syllable (7).
(7) vol [vdI] 'flight' > voler [vale] 'to fly'; volant [valci],' flying'
This claim is, however, attenuated by pointing to a possible influence of a tonic /i/
on the preceding /o/ in words such asfossile 'fossil' and vomir 'to vomit'. Closed
syllables with a low-mid front vowel before /r/ in pretonic position are also ex-
cluded from VH, which means that words such as in (8a-b) will not show the
[e]/[e] alternation.
(8a) (il) perce [peKs] '(he) drills' > percer [peKse] 'to drill'
(8b) (il) perd [pea] '(he) looses' > perdu [perdy] 'lost'
VH is, therefore, restricted to the pretonic front mid vowel [e] in open-syllables,
assimilating in frontness/degree of opening to the following high or high-mid front
vowel [i], [e], or [y]. Fouche is also the first to consider stylistic factors in VH:
'Vocalic harmonization, I repeat, characterizes conversational speech. The more
the pronunciation is careful, the less it is present' (1956:71). This idea will surface
in subsequent discussions of VH (Leon 1966:51, Dell 1972:215).
Another original point in Fouche' s approach is what appears to be the con-
sideration of prosodic factors. The VH rule is written for the 'stressed vowel [e],
spelled ai, ai, ei, ay, or e (other than in words with -erne, and e before j^, ss, tt), be-
coming unstressed, while remaining open or passing to [e] with no alternation in
spelling' (p. 70). However, prosodic factors, analyzed for instance in other lan-
guages (McCormick 1982; Hualde 1989), are merely an artifact of the formulation
of morphological conditions in which VH is thought to operate. When stating that
'vowels can appear in stressed and unstressed syllables within the language' (p.
64), Fouche is, in fact, considering semantically related pairs of words that are in
derivational or inflectional morphological relationship with each other. Subdivided
into different word classes, monosyllabic base words in these sets contain
'stressed' vowels, which become, by definition, 'unstressed' in the pretonic sylla-
bles of disyllabic derived forms (9a-b).
{9a)fraiche [fKeJ] 'fresh' > fraicheur [fjiejceK] 'freshness'
{9h) fete [fet] 'party' >feter [fete] 'to celebrate'
Thus metrical stress alternation is not a factor, but a correlate of VH. In Fouche'
s
terms, VH is viewed as an analogical process extending a morphophonemic alter-
nation to other roots and base words in the grammar. Such processes, generalizing
the results of a previous sound change are well-documented in the history of other
languages as well (Hock 1991:187).
All reference to the term 'dilation' disappears in Bertil Malmberg's phonetic
treatises. In La Phonetique (1966), VH is treated synonymously with metaphony
and umlaut, while in Phonetique Frangaise (1969), no general definition of VH is
provided. It is referred to as an assimilatory process causing the neutralization of
the /e/-/e/ distinction in unaccented syllables. Consequently, only examples from
the front-mid series are provided. In his Manuel de phonetique generale (1974), all
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reference to metaphony is omitted, and VH is treated as a case of vocalic dilation
similar to umlaut (10).
(10) (vous) laissez [lese] '(you) leave' / (nous) laissons [les5] '(we) leave'
Yet, the use of four different terms for a possibly unique phenomenon forces
Malmberg (1969:178) to comment on the diversity of denominations: 'It is un-
likely that all phenomena that received, in Germanic historical phonetics, the name
of umlaut, would involve the same phonetic mechanism". No further comment is,
however, provided as to what this phonetic mechanism might be.
2.2 From generative phonology to current approaches
One of the first analyses of VH in French within generative phonology is that of
Francois Dell (1972)'', whose VH rule depicts an optional process applying rela-
tively late in the grammar, and affecting only non-rounded front-mid vowels in
word-medial position. Contrary to previous analyses. Dell's HARM rule (11) states
two important points: the triggering vowel should belong to another morpheme,
and the assimilated vowel can be either low or non-low:
[The rule] rewrites [e] to [e] when the following syllable contains a low
vowel that does not belong to the same morpheme, and it rewrites [e] to [e]
when the following syllable contains a non-low vowel in a separate mor-
pheme (Dell 1972:214).
(11) [-1- syll, - round, - high, - back] -> [a low] / C, ¥ Q [-i- syll, a low]
Similar to Fouche's conception, Dell's VH rule is style-dependent in that in
hyper-articulated speech 'it only applies sporadically' (p. 215). Its variable aspect
is made clear by the statement that 'a systematic investigation would surely find
quite important inter-speaker differences' (ibid.). Based on Dell's examples, most
of which also appear in previous treatises, VH does not seem to be blocked by an
optional schwa intervening between the assimilated and the triggering vowels. Tri-
syllabic words containing a word-medial schwa, for instance aiderez '(you) will
help', cederez '(you) will conceed', and leverez '(you) will lift', appear among
Dell's examples, but due to schwa-lenition applying before the HARM rule, these
words are considered disyllabic.
Jean Casagrande's (1984) approach brings further details to generative
analyses. It restricts VH to low-mid vowels, insisting that the 'tendency is toward
closure' (p. 89), but as a novelty, it also extends it to the rounded mid vowel [oe],
as illustrated in the following example:
(12) beuglement [bceglama] 'lowing' vs. beugler [bogle] 'to low'
Although no examples are supplied for the back mid vowel, for which VH is
'negligible if it exists at all" (ibid.), mid vowels are ranked with respect to their
sensitivity to VH. According to the author, VH would be more frequent for [e]
than for [oe], and for [ce] than for [o]. Casagrande is also the first to explicitly re-
strict VH to the mid vowel series, arguing that even though a vowel tends to close
Previous approaches by Morin (1971) and Selkirk (1972) are cited by Dell (1973:215).
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under the effect of VH, it can never become [+high] in the process. For instance,
the post-tonic vowel in betise can never become [i] under the effect of VH:
(13) bete [bet] 'stupid' > betise [betiz] but '*'[bitiz] 'stupidity'
Bernard Tranel's (1987) The Sounds of French conceives of VH as one of
the many constraints influencing the distribution of mid vowels in non-final sylla-
bles. Distancing himself entirely from historical aspects that are not even men-
tioned, Tranel presents VH as optional even in the front-mid series where other
factors, such as spelling, faithfulness to the base, and open/closed-syllable adjust-
ment also play a role (see 1.0). As in all previous approaches, the majority of ex-
amples involve disyllabic words. In these, VH is strictly anticipatory and most fre-
quent when the triggering vowel is high or high-mid, and the assimilated vowel is
low or low-mid. Cases such as in (14) are typically cast as a high vowel (here [i])
in the tonic syllable triggering the shift of a low vowel (here [e]) to a non-low
vowel (here [e]):
(14) bete [bet] "stupid' > betise [betiz] "stupidity'
There is also room for variation, since VH is considered optional when the
triggering vowel is low or low-mid. and is preceded by a vowel that is high-mid.
One such case is illustrated in (15), where the low vowel [e] in the suffix of the-
iere may cause the preceding [e] of the to assimilate to [e]:
(15) the [te] 'tea' > theiere [tejeK] or [tejen] 'tea kettle'
According to Tranel, the vowels [oe] and [0] can also undergo VH, but only under
the influence of their high-mid counterparts. Two such examples are shown in (16)
and (17) where two realizations are possible whether the high-mid vowels in the
tonic syllable exert or not their assimilatory influence on the preceding vowels. No
examples are quoted for the opening/lowering of high-mid back vowels.
(16) heureux [(£h0] or [0K0] 'happy'
(17) auto [Dto] or [oto] 'car'
Stylistic factors are pointed out, suggesting that VH occurs 'naturally in
spontaneous speech, where a relatively rapid and unmonitored delivery is gener-
ally maintained' (1987:61). Spelling is a factor on which previous studies relied
when subdividing words into different lexical classes, but did not examine. Tranel
suggests that some orthographic representations might be directly tied to
phonological representations, for instance, 'e favors the pronunciation of [e],
whereas the spellings e, e, ai, and e before two written consonants may favor the
pronunciation [e]' (ibid.). Another novelty in this approach is that VH is exempli-
fied mostly in citation forms. Although base words from which possible deriva-
tions can stem are sometimes indicated in brackets, VH does not seem to be tied to
specific morphological environments; it can apply in a single lexical item, as in
(17), as well as a chain of derivation, as in (14). In other words, Tranel's concep-
tion seems to be the closest to a view of VH as a non-morphologically driven,
general assimilatory process.
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With a few modifications, other contemporary studies and treatises subscribe
to the interpretation of VH as an anticipatory process affecting primarily front-mid
vowels. Landick (1993), the only author taking a lexicological approach to the
question, declares that in isolation, e.g., in citation forms in dictionaries, VH is not
a significant feature of contemporary French. Walker (2001) presents examples
only in derivational and inflectional contexts, while Battye et al. (2000) extend VH
to the closing of [d] to [o] under the effect of a following [i] in words, such as
dormir [doKmiK]^ and automobile [otomobil].
In this paper, we intend to test some of these earlier claims empirically. Fol-
lowing up on Grammont's hint on the 'delicate nuance' that VH represents, and
Ohala's (1994:4.1) suggestion that VH is a 'fossilized remnant of an earlier pho-
netic process involving vowel-to-vowel assimilation', we propose an acoustic
study of vowel assimilation processes presented above. Similar to our predeces-
sors, we expect an anticipatory assimilation of pretonic mid-vowels to tonic vow-
els in terms of height, i.e., opening and frontness/backness. As in most previous
studies, our corpus will be composed of disyllabic words, and will involve both
low and high vowels. While not testing for stylistic variation, we propose to take
into account some geographical variation.
3.0 Corpus, method, and expectations
The corpus was composed of 136 pairs of disyllabic nouns, adjectives, and infini-
tives. The first syllable always contained a mid vowel (henceforth, VI), and was
phonemically identical in both words of the pair. The second syllable contained a
non-low vowel in one word and a low vowel in the other word of the pair (hence-
forth, V2 for both). The onset of each syllable of each pair was either a single con-
sonant or a consonant cluster. The complete list of target words grouped in eight
sets is shown in Table 5 in the Appendix.
We restrict our analysis to words in which the first syllable was open. Ta-
ble 1 shows the sets of target word pairs with one pair referring to each set, the
underlying representation of VI, the underlying representation of V2, and the total
number of word pairs in each set. Vowel quality in VI is determined following the
rule of open-syllable adjustment. Since we are reporting only on words in which
the first syllable is open, we expect all VI to be non-low (high-mid) underlyingly.
The labeling of V2 in Table 1 follows the expected alternation of a non-low vowel
with a low vowel in Northern Metropolitan French dialects
([e]/[e], [0]/[ce], and &]/[a]). This means that the realization of V2 in some of the
target words in the Southern speaker's, S3's, readings can be different from this
labeling (see 1.0). Words in which the underlying vowel quality of V2 might differ
from the Northern pattern are indicated in bold in Table 5 of the Appendix, and
will be analyzed among the results.
' Although the phonetic transcription proposed by the authors is [doKmiK] (Battye et al. 2000:93), if VH
exerts its influence as they suggest it does, the first vowel in dormir should be high-mid, as it appears in our
transcription.
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A total of six speakers, four female and two male, was recorded in two dia-
lects of French. Results of the first acoustic analyses are presented here for three
female speakers. Background information about each speaker was obtained via
biographic questionnaires administered after the final recording session (Table 2).
Based on our interactions with the speakers, we found the vernacular of female
speakers S 1 and S2 to be typical of the Ile-de-France variety of Northern Metro-
politan French, while speaker S3's speech represents a Southern variety of French
commonly heard in Aix-en-Provence. The speakers' age and educational level
were comparable. All lived at their place of permanent residency until at least the
end of their secondary education.
Table 1: Type and number of word pairs with a non-final open syllable
(119 out of a total of 1 36 pairs).
set of word pairs VI V2 N(=119)
ete — ether e e/e 18
preteuse— preteur e 0/oe 8
devot— devote e o/o 6
potee— poteme e/e 33
poseuse— poseur 0/(E 20
auto— automne o o/o 4
epice— epate e i/a 14
notice — nota o i/a 16
Speakers SI and S2 were taped in the Phonetics Laboratory of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. They had been living in the United States for
less than three years, using and teaching their native language on a daily basis.
Speaker S3 was recorded in the Laboratoire Parole et Langage of the University of
Provence in Aix-en-Provence. At both locations, the recordings took place in an
anechoic chamber using a high-quahty microphone and a DAT recorder (input
sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz). Despite our expectations, speaker S3 seemed to
have 'style-shifted' during her recording in laboratory condition. At several in-
stances, she seemed to have adopted a reading style close to standard French,
dropping some of the expected characteristics of her Southern Metropolitan ac-
cent. The possible implications of this reading style are discussed among the re-
sults.
The target words were presented to the speakers on slides shown on a com-
puter screen. Each word appeared twice on each slide, and was included in a car-
rier sentence shown in (18).
(18) // retape parfois ; .
'He retypes (target word) sometimes; (target word).'
The sentence refers to a man typing words on a keyboard. The first instance of the
target word appears between two symmetrical phonetic sequences (Zap/ and /pa/),
while the second repetition represents a full intonation phrase. The bilabial stops
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to the left and right of the utterance-medial target word were chosen for their
minimal influence on the target vowels. The utterance-final target words were in-
tended as stimuli for future perceptual experiments, but results of acoustic analy-
ses of their vowels are also incorporated in this study.
Each speaker was recorded twice in two separate sessions, with at least a
week interval between the sessions. Target sentences were presented in varying
random orders. The speakers were asked to read each sentence at a normal rate,
with no special emphasis on any word. They were instructed not to pause between
words in the first phrase (up io parfois 'sometimes'). The utterance-final rendition
of the target word had to be as similar to the first one as possible, exhibiting the
same speech rate, rhythm, and intonation. Although there were no distractor sen-
tences, breaks were incorporated in each reading after thirty slides each time.
During these breaks, special effort was made to distract the speaker from his or her
reading task. Before the recording started, written instructions to speakers were
also explained verbally, and one training sentence was provided to check whether
the speaker understood the instructions. The data, four repetitions of each word for
each speaker, were then transferred onto the computer with a sampling rate of
22kHz at 16 bits for further computer processing.
Table 2: Speaker characteristics.
Sl S2 S3
sex F F F
age (years) 28 31 34
birth place Fort-de-France Bretagne Salon-de-Provence
length of years
at birth place
0.4 8 20
permanent
residency
Paris intra
mures
greater Paris Aix-en-Provence
length of years T) 90 14
at residency
The target vowels were manually segmented using the waveform and wide-
band spectrograms obtained in the Praat 4.0 and the Entropic ESPS/Xwaves
speech analysis programs at the University of Illinois and the University of
Provence, respectively. The onset of target vowels preceded by a stop consonant
was set to the burst release. After pause, and for speaker S2, who seemed to have
unusually long VOTs after voiceless plosives,^ it was set to the onset of the second
formant. The default offset of the target vowels was the offset of the first three
formants. When there was a gradual and continuous transition from the vowel into
the preceding or following acoustic segment, the edges of the vowel were set
within the transition, their point of location determined perceptually.
First and second formant frequencies were automatically measured every
5 ms on each vowel sequence, using the ESPS function formant. One measure-
* Long VOTs have been recently observed for at least one other native female speaker of Parisian French
(see Michaud 2002: 154). The influence of English cannot be discarded in either case.
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ment for Fl and one for F2 were extracted at the exact midpoint of the vowels.
Extreme formant frequency values were checked using both an FFT spectrum and
an LPC spectrum computed over a 50 ms window centered at the midpoint of the
vowel. Measurements in the two readings were then compared, and in case of im-
portant deviations, they were revised manually. Measurements from the two repe-
titions were then subjected to statistical analyses.
Our expectations were to find acoustic evidence for anticipatory assimilation
in all word classes, and in all three speakers' readings. In other words, we expect
to show a statistically significant influence of V2 on VI with respect to F2 in all
contexts, and for all speakers. The back vowel [o] is also expected to assimilate to
the following final vowel in the front/back dimension. In the Southern variety, the
absence of low-mid (half-open) front vowels in final open syllables (in words like
bequet, Bobet), and the lack of high-mid (half-closed) vowels in closed syllables
(in words such as bosseuse, causeuse, chaujfeuse) can have an impact on the de-
gree of vowel-to-vowel assimilation in our data. Thus each speaker's rendition and
each word class have to be examined separately.
4.0 Results and discussion
Systematic variations, consistent with assimilatory phenomena referred to as VH
in French, were found in the acoustic structure of VI depending on the place of
articulation of V2. However, contrary to our expectations, not every speaker
showed significant anticipatory assimilation in all word sets.
Mean F2 values and corresponding standard deviations for the ete-ether,
preteuse-preteur, devot-devote, and epice-epate sets, i.e., in which VI was the mid
front vowel [e], are shown in Table 2 and Figure 1. Each pair of bars corresponds
to the set of target words indicated on the parallel axis, with the first bar repre-
senting VI, the second V2. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences
between the F2 frequencies of the two vowels, as computed in two-tailed, paired
t-tests for each set^.
In speaker Si's readings, VI was more [e]-like in words such as ete, and
more [e]-like in ether. Likewise, VI was closer to [e] than to [e] in words such as
epice, when compared to words like epate.
'' When roughly 95% of all F2 were between ± two standard deviations from the mean, we considered them
to show normal distribution. Word pairs in which measurements were impossible were discarded, which
explains occasional mismatches in some t-tests' degrees of freedom across the speakers (Tables 3 and 4).
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Table 3: Differences between mean F2 values, 't', and 'p' values for
paired, two-tailed t-tests in four sets of target words with VI as a high-
mid vowel.
speaker/set ete-ether
preteur-
preteuse
devot-devote epice-epate
SI
diff. means 42.4638 27.96 5.1667 125.93
t value t(68) = 3.6596 t(28) =1.174"' t(23) = 0.234"' t(47) = 6.877
p value p = 0.0005 p = 0.2504 p = 0.8168 p = 0.0001
S2
diff. means 60.9861 84.53 72.5 117.02
t value t(71) = 6.003 t(29) = 5.258 t(23) = 3.507 t(47) = 10.95
p value p=0.0001 p=0.0001 p=0.0019 p=0.0001
S3
diff. means 22.29 -1.593 -74.875 65.89
t value t(71)= 1.038"' t(31) = -0.09"' t(23) = -1.81"' t(55) = 2.259
p value p = 0.3024 p = 0.9296 p = 0.0827 p = 0.0278
The difference of 42 Hz in the first case, and of 126 Hz in the second, was
highly significant. In the preteuse-preteur and devot-devote sets, however, the dif-
ferences of 28 Hz and 5 Hz between the means were not significant. Notice, how-
ever, that these sets contained only eight and six word pairs, respectively, which
means that the observed small differences could become larger when more target
words examined. Speaker S2 was the only speaker whose readings reflect signifi-
cant VI to V2 assimilation in all word sets. For her, mean F2 frequencies were
consistently higher before a non-low vowel than before a low vowel. Differences
in F2 ranged from 61 Hz and 72 Hz, in the ete-ether and preteur-preteuse sets, to
117 Hz in the epice-epate set. A significant difference of 84 Hz was also obtained
between the means in the devot-devote set.
Similar to the other speakers, S3 pronounced VI significantly more like [e]
in words such as epice compared to words like epate. The three other word sets,
on the other hand, do not show statistically significant differences. The relatively
large, -74.87 Hz difference between the means turned out to be non-significant in
the devot-devote set,'° as did the differences of -1.6 Hz and 22 Hz in the preteuse-
preteur and ete-ether sets, respectively.
The absence of VI to V2 assimilation in the preteuse-preteur set could be
due to dialectal differences, since S3, the only Southern speaker in the sample,
could pronounce the final vowel identically as low-mid ([oe]) in both words of
these pairs. Contrary to the Parisian pattern, VI in her readings would then not be
realized high-mid ([0]) in closed syllables before Izl (see 1.0.). This, however, was
'" The relatively large difference between the means, however, might call for retesting the normality of the
distribution by other statistical means.
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not the case. Although the above pattern is typical in her everyday vernacular,
speaker S3 largely hyper-corrected her speech for the purposes of the recording:
she pronounced the final vowel in words like preteuse high-mid rather than low-
mid, i.e., closer to the Northern rather than the Southern pattern. The lack of as-
similation in the preteuse-preteur set in Si's speech (a Northern speaker) also re-
inforces the impression that dialectal differences alone do not explain these varia-
tions.
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Figure 1: Mean F2 values and standard deviations for four sets of
words containing a word-initial mid front vowel [e], and followed by
the vowels [e]/[e], [o]/[d]. [0]/[oe] or [i]/[a] for two Parisian (SI and
S2) female speakers and one Southern (S3) female speaker ('* signifi-
cant at p<0.01, * significant at p<0.05. "' non-significant).
In the devot-devote set, our conclusions remain temporary. The fact that each
speaker shows a different pattern of realization prompts us to believe that the as-
similatory influence of a back rounded vowel on a high-mid front vowel is likely
to involve articulatory gestures, such as rounding and height, whose acoustic cor-
relates have yet to be investigated. Mean values of F2 for VI are virtually identi-
cal, although statistically non-significant, in Si's speech (A mean = 5 Hz), they are
significantly higher (p<0.05) before the high-mid vowel [o] for S2, and somewhat
lower before the same vowel for speaker S3. Since the place of articulation of the
vowel [o] is further back than that of the vowel [o], the lowering of F2 before [o]
in S3's speech could be interpreted as anticipation of the backness and rounding of
[o]. On the other hand, [e] becomes more [e]-like by becoming more closed and
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more fronted before [o], which can be viewed as an enhancement of the vowel in
its quahty of a high front-vowel in S2's speech (possibly height/tense harmony).
Results for the potee-poterne, poseuse-poseur, auto-automne, and notice-
nota sets containing /o/ in VI are shown in Table 4 and Figure 2. Notice that
variations in F2 exhibit the same general pattern in all speakers' renditions: F2s in
VI were systematically higher in words containing a low rather then a high mid
vowel in the tonic syllable, but they were lower if V2 was an [a] as opposed to an
[i]. Only two non-significant differences were obtained: one for SI in ihe poseuse-
poseur set, and one for S3 in the auto-automne set. The latter contained only four
word pairs. Patterns of VI to V2 assimilation were again the strongest in S2's
readings. The general trend in terms of differences between the means (see Table
4) shows that VI was more like a high-mid vowel when it was followed by a high-
mid vowel, i.e., it was more [o]-like with lower F2, in words such as potee and po-
seuse. Also, VI resembled more a low-mid vowel before another low-mid vowel,
i.e., it was more [oj-like with higher F2, in words like poterne and poseur. Thus,
except for the two non-significant patterns for SI and S3, the general assimilation
pattern seems to be assimilation by backness/frontness AND height.
Table 4: Differences between mean F2 values, 't', and 'p' values for
paired, two-tailed t-tests in four sets of target words with V 1 as a low-
mid vowel.
speaker/set potee-poteme poseuse-poseur auto-automne notice-nota
SI
diff. means
-63.8702 -76.875
-60.8 106.75
t value t(130) = -4.592 t(15) = -2.06"' t(74) = -3.979 t(63) = 3.955
p value p = 0.0001 p = 0.0575 p = 0.0002 p = 0.0002
S2
diff. means
-54.8433 -64.75
-53.027 39.5
lvalue t(133) = -6.77 t(15) = -3.728 t(73) = -5.429 t(61) = 2.669
p value p = 0.0001 p = 0.0002 p = 0.0001 p = 0.0097
S3
diff. means
-29.3897 -101.625
-22.658 30.39
t value t(I35) = -2.829 t(15) = -3.645 t(75) = -1.663"' t(63) = 2.132
p value p = 0.0054 p = 0.0024 p = 0.1005 p = 0.0369
In the notice-nota set, all speakers' F2 frequencies turned out to be higher,
i.e., resembling more the low-back vowel [o], when VI was followed by [i] rather
than [a]. Although this pattern is consistent with the idea of an assimilatory proc-
ess, because it means that the place of articulation of V 1 is probably further front
when the final vowel is a high-front vowel, it goes beyond the classical definition
of VH as assimilation by height. Let's suppose, for the purpose of demonstration,
that VH would also be operating in the notice-nota set in the front/back dimension,
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as it does in the three other sets. If this were true, then under the assimilatory in-
fluence of the tonic vowel [i], VH would have turned VI into a more closed high-
mid vowel in notice, i.e., the second formant of VI would have been lowered, and
the vowel become more [o]-like. Similarly, through VH, [a] would have made the
preceding vowel a more open, [o]-like low-mid vowel in nota, which would then
have showed higher F2 frequencies. None of this is, however, the case. F2 fre-
quencies go contrary to this hypothetical pattern: they are higher before [i] than
before [a]. Thus we can conclude that the vowel is fronted, but probably not less
open under the influence of [i].
Again, we might speculate at this point whether reasons for the assimilation
patterns observed in the notice-nota set do not lie in the many factors likely to
come into play in VH. Among these is the higher tongue body position, and
greater lip rounding of the assimilated vowel. The latter could be due, for instance,
to on-going sound change, i.e., the centralization of lol to /oe/ attested in the
French of Ile-de-France. The potentially concurrent influences of VH and the gen-
eral fronting of the vowel system in middle-class Parisian French already signaled
by Lennig (1978) can be difficult to sort out even in an empirical investigation
(Malderez 1995, Fagyal et al. 2002).
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Figure 2: Mean F2 values and standard deviations for four sets of
words containing a word-initial mid back vowel [o], and followed by
the vowels [e]/[e], [o]/[3], [0]/[oe] or [i]/[a] for two Parisian (SI and S2)
female speakers and one Southern (S3) female speaker (" significant at
p<0.01, * significant at p<0.05, "'^ non-significant).
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5.0 Conclusion and general discussion
In summary of this yet preliminary investigation on vowel-to-vowel assimilation
referred to as 'vowel harmony' in French, one must first answer the question in the
title: does VH exist in French? From an empirical point of view, the answer is:
yes. Our data indicate statistically significant anticipatory assimilation in the
front/back dimension in most disyllabic word sets we examined in three female
speakers' speech. Therefore, according to the broadest definition of 'harmony',
i.e., 'the way the articulation of one phonological unit is influenced (is 'in har-
mony' with) another unit in the same word or phrase' (Crystal 1997:180), the ob-
served assimilation phenomena can be called vowel harmony.
We found systematic differences in the acoustic shape of a mid vowel con-
tingent upon the following vowel by taking the second formant frequencies (F2) of
the target vowels. For the front mid vowel, as contained in initial syllables of tar-
get words in the ete-ether, preteuse-preteur, devot-devote, epice-epate word sets,
the results look reasonably clear: F2 is higher before a non-low vowel than before
a low vowel in 58% of all cases (7 out of 12 word sets), and all speakers com-
bined. Among the two Northern speakers, the trend is even stronger (83%). As for
the back vowel in the pretonic syllables of words in the potee-poteme, poseuse-
poseur, auto-automne, and notice-nota sets, one can conclude that the tendency for
fronting/backing under the influence of the following vowel is even stronger: 83%
of all target word sets and speakers combined, and over 90% when examined in
the two Northern speakers' readings.
The second question, whether 'vowel harmony' is the right term to use with
reference to the type of assimilation phenomena observed in our data, is more dif-
ficult to answer. First, even in the phonology literature, as Anderson (1980:1)
pointed out more than twenty years ago, 'there is less of a consensus than meets
the eye as to just what the characteristics are that set vowel harmony apart from
other types of rule'. According to Hyman's (2002) more recent reformulations —
'What is vowel harmony? Where does it come from? How is it the same as or dif-
ferent from other things?' — the issue is far from being resolved. In lack of gen-
eral consensus on how VH, metaphony, umlaut and possibly other vowel assimi-
lation phenomena should be separated from each other in a precise way, we retain
the following arguments for the purposes of our investigation.
According to the narrowest definitions of vowel assimilation phenomena in-
herited from nineteenth century historical phonetic studies, we would reserve the
term 'vowel harmony' for phonological processes well-known from languages
such as Turkish and Hungarian. That is, VH is a process responsible for the selec-
tion of an allomorph for a given base word from two or three candidates. Whether
the directionality of this process is an artifact of sampling in phonological studies,
or a universal bias in processing or perception, as Hyman (2002) seems to argue,
still awaits an answer. Recent empirical studies indicate that front/back assimila-
tion can represent a production advantage at the word level (Cole et al. 2002), and
that anticipatory assimilation does not conflict with carry-over vowel harmony in
languages such as Turkish (Inkelas et al. 2001). Until these factors are sorted out,
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however, directionality can be used to distinguish between VH, in the narrowest
sense of the term, and metaphony. Vowel assimilation observed in French seems
to be better described in terms of the latter. Metaphony phenomena triggered by
final high vowels are well-known from the history of French, and are abundant in
other Romance languages as well (e.g., Posner 1997, Hualde 1989). Thus in light
of the Romanist tradition that reserved the term 'metaphony' for anticipatory as-
similatory changes triggered by non-low vowels at the word level, we suggest that
vowel assimilation observed in our data are better understood as a particular —
although certainly not classical— case of metaphony, rather than VH.
As for the final question, whether anticipatory vowel assimilation in French
operates in specific morphological environments or also in words not tied to deri-
vational or inflectional paradigms, we can only speculate about the answer. Based
on the non-significant influence of V2 on VI in the preteuse-preteur set (for
speakers SI and S3) and the poseuse-poseur set (for speaker S3), containing only
semantically related word pairs, we can speculate that semantic relatedness might
not be a determining factor. This impression is further supported by word sets that
contain a majority of morphologically and semantically unrelated word pairs
{epice-epate, notice-nota), and yet, indicate strong anticipatory assimilation be-
tween the two neighboring vowels. Future studies might investigate this in greater
detail by separating, and individually testing each of these word pairs.
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APPENDIX: Total number of word pairs (N=136) subdivided in sets
according to the quality of their first (VI) and second (V2) vowels. The
17 pairs containing an initial closed syllable, shown in italic, were not
included in the analysis. Words in bold are pronounced differently in
the two dialects.
Label of the set V2 Word pairs in the set
ete— ether
preteuse— preteur
e/ e aile-ailette, aine-ainesse, berger-bergere,
bequet-Beckett, clairet-clairette, defait-
defaite, epee-epaisse, femie-fennette,
fleche-flechette, genne-Gemiaine, mefait-
mefaire, meme-memere, pepe-pepere, raine-
rainette, regle-reglette, reve-reveii, selle-
sellette, sene-senestre, tele-telex, terrer-
terrestre, verger-Verges;
0/ oe chercheuse-chercheur, fraiseuse-fraiseur,
geneuse-geneur, payeuse-payeur, plaideuse-
plaideur, precheuse-precheur, reveuse-
reveur, veilleuse-veilleur;
devot— devote* o/ ecot-ecole, epaule-epoque, Esso-essor,
etau-etoffe, recto-rectum, velo-veloce;
potee— potemet o e/ e Bobet-bobeche, bordee-bordel, bosser-
bossette, broche-brochette, causer-causette,
chaussee-chaussette, choree-chorege,
clocher-clochette, cocher-cochere, coder-
codex, coller-coUecte, coquet-coquette,
cordee-cordette, comee-comeille, corse-
corsaire, corvee-corvette, croquer-
croquette, forer-foraine, forcer-forceps,
fonner-formel, fosse-fossette, gauffre-
gauffrette, lorgner-lorgnette, mauvais-
mauvaise, mollet-mollesse, moquer-
moquette, motet-motel, noter-notaire, oree-
oreille, oser-oseille, pocher-pochette,
pommer-pommette, protee-prothese,
roquet-roquette, rose-rosette, sauter-
sauteme, sommet-sommeil, sonner-
sonnette, tolle-Tolede, tonner-tonnelle,
violet-violette;
poseuse— poseurt 0/ CE bosseuse-bosseur, causeuse-causeur,
chauffeuse-chauffeur, chomeuse-chomeur,
colIeuse-coUeur, croqueuse-croqueur,
donneuse-donneur, fauteuse-fauteur,
faucheuse-faucheur, foreuse-foreur,
fraudeuse-fraudeur, moqueuse-moqueur,
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Label of the set VI V2 Word pairs in the set
auto— automne o/ D
noceuse-noceur, porteuse-porteur,
rodeuse-rodeur, sauteuse-sauteur,
sonneuse-sonneur, trotteuse-trotteur,
veilleuse-veilleur, voleuse-voleur;
coco-cocotte, mono-monocle, sono-sonore;
epice— epate 1/ a betise-betasse, bequille-becane, dedit-
dedale, ethyle-etal, ferrite-ferraille, flechir-
flechage, helice-helas, Messire-message,
reglisse-reglage, senile-senat, serie-serail,
terrine-terrasse, vieilli-vieillard;
notice— nota i/ a bobine-bobard, choriste-chorale, coquine-
cocagne, colline-collage, Corinne-coral,
Dorine-dorade, forcir-forgage , mollir-
mollah, Monique-monarque, motif-motard,
otite-otage, postiche-postal, potiche-
potache, protide-protase, Rosine-rosace,
sonie-sona;
*Due to the strict observance of the closed-syllable adjustment rule, in Southern French dialects, V2 in
epaule is low-mid, [o], underlyingly.
tAll final front mid vowels are expected to be high-mid, [e], in the South.
$In Southern French dialects, regardless of the type of the coda consonant, all non-front mid-vowels are
low-mid, [ce] or [a], in closed syllables.
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This paper presents a data-based analysis of the nativization of English
used in the Chinese context, particularly on the discursive level. The
paper argues that although in China English functions primarily as a
performance or exonormative variety, it has been nativized within the
Chinese culture and society. The nativization lends support to the claim
that a Chinese variety of English is emerging, and manifests Chinese-
English bilinguals' linguistic creativity. This paper also briefly dis-
cusses the implications for the selection of appropriate models of Eng-
Ush to teach in China.
1. Introduction
It is now well recognized that English has reached virtually every comer of the
globe (e.g., Crystal 1997; McArthur 1987, 1993). There is also a general consen-
sus that there are more speakers of English in the world who use English as an ad-
ditional language in a bi- or multilingual context than in a monolingual context
(e.g.. Hung 2002, Kirkpatrick & Xu 2002). It is therefore no exaggeration to claim
that EngUsh has obtained the status of an international language, world language,
or lingua franca (e.g., Brutt-Griffler 2002, B. Kachru 1996, Pakir 2001). In China,
it is generally claimed that there are now approximately 200 to 300 million Eng-
lish speakers, even though they use English with various degrees of proficiency
(e.g., Dzau 1990, McArthur 1992, Zhao & Campbell 1995). As such, this is the
largest number among countries that belong to the Expanding Circle' (Crystal
1985). Furthermore, in China, English is used in both INTER- and iNTRAnational
domains.^
* An earlier version of tiiis paper was written for the seminar on Sociolinguistics of World Englishes of-
fered at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the fall semester of the year 2000. I would like
to express my deep gratitude to Professor Braj B. Kachru for his valuable comments, critiques, and sugges-
tions from which this paper has immensely benefited. Portions of this paper were read at the 2002 annual
meeting of the Central States Anthropological Society held at Michigan State University, 7-10 March.
Thanks also go to those who kindly offered their comments and suggestions at the meeting, particularly to
James Stanlaw and Nobuko Adachi. Yet, any shortcomings in this paper are solely my own responsibility.
' English-speaking countries are often categorized as three concentric circles in the Kachruvian model of
World Englishes (1985): the Inner Circle, the Outer Circle, and the Expanding Circle. The Inner Circle
contains countries where English is used as a native language, such as Australia, New Zealand, and the US.
The Outer Circle countries are those in which English has been nativized and institutionalized for both
INTER- and INTRAnational communication, such as India, Malaysia, and Singapore. In the Expanding Circle
are countries where English is learned and used primarily as a foreign language, such as China, Japan, and
the Republic of Korea.
^ Gao (2001) provides an updated survey of the functions of English in China. He notes that English in
China functions in INTRA- as well as iNTERnational domains. The international use is primarily found in
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With the establishment of the first British trading post in Guangzhou (Can-
ton) in the late seventeenth century (e.g., Bolton 2000, 2002; Pride & Liu 1988),
English made its first entry into China. Then with the opening-up policy initiated
by the Chinese government in the late 1970's, English has surpassed all other for-
eign languages, for example, Russian and Japanese, in fighting for the linguistic
market and consequently has become the most popular foreign language in China.
It has turned into the language that promises, among other things, job opportunity,
upward 'social and economic mobihty' (Zhao & Campbell 1995:385), and social
prestige. According to Bolton (2002), with China's admission into the World
Trade Organization (WTO) in November 2001 and the selection of Beijing,
China's capital city, as the host city for the 2008 Olympic Games, the craze for
Enghsh seems to have reached a new peak in China with, for example, the general
public, educators, and government policy-makers. The overwhelming enthusiasm
for English learning is reflected even in a documentary film, Crazy English, pro-
duced and directed by Yuan Zhang, which reports on how an English teacher
named Yang Li gained a pop star type of status by teaching English nationwide.
In one of the earlier studies on the nativization of English in China, Cheng
(1992) labels English used in the Chinese context as 'Sinicized English'. Others
(e.g.. Zhang 1997) term the same variety of English 'China English'. It is not cru-
cial which terminology is used. What is significant is that these terms are used
with reference to the nativization of English in lexis, syntax, phonology, discourse,
etc. This, in turn, has substantial bearing on the issue of the nativization of English
in different sociocultural contexts (e.g., B. Kachru 1965, 1983). While there has
been much documentation on the lexical acculturation of English in the Chinese
context (e.g., Cheng 1992, Gao 2001), research is relatively rare on discursive,
syntactic, or phonological nativization.^ This paper examines the nativization of
English in China from a primarily discursive perspective, where the term 'dis-
course' is operationally defined as the linguistic unit that is -larger than a lexical
item or a phrase.
In China, English is generally considered to be a norm-dependent or ex-
onormative variety. In other words, it mostly functions as a foreign language.'*
This assumption is essentially a consequence of the limited penetration of English
in Chinese society, in terms of both the range and depth, which is closely related
to China's social and historical background. It is true that in the Chinese context,
the degree to which English is nativized is not as large as in the Outer Circle
countries, where English has now been institutionalized and also serves as a do-
foreign trade, international business, tourism, science, and technology. Intranational domains mainly cover
media, education, and translation. Gao also points out that the INTER- versus iNTRAnational dichotomy is
not meant to be clear-cut.
' Cheng (1992) focuses on the examination of lexical acculturation in the political arena. Gao (2001) sur-
veys lexical acculturation in a variety of fields, for example, in trade and economy, education, and tradi-
tional customs and arts.
* This is largely true. However, as Pride & Liu (1988) note, based on the amount of English used in the
Chinese media, the degree to which Chinese policies favor English, and the favorable attitude toward Eng-
lish among the general public, English may be rightly regarded as a second language in China, ranking only
second to Chinese.
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mestic lingua franca. It is basically due to these realities that some scholars, both
in China and abroad, are still hesitant to acknowledge that English in the Chinese
context has been nativized. This is, however, an attitudinal issue. In light of the
theoretical framework of B. Kachru (1980, 1992a), it is only natural that the na-
tivization of English should have taken place in the Chinese context.^
2. Theoretical framework
This study is conducted essentially within the framework established by B. Kachru
(1980, 1992a, 1986a, 1986b, 1987a, 1987b) and Y. Kachru (1987, 1995). Ac-
cording to this general framework, whenever Enghsh is used in a country or region
where it is not the native language, be it for science, technology, literature, or
modernization, it undergoes a process of 'reincarnation' (Kachru 1992a), both lin-
guistic and cultural. B. Kachru (1987) considers most such changes functionally
determined, given the fact that a nonlocalized variety of English is not capable of
adequately expressing what is unique to a culture where English is not the native
language, whereas the nativized variety can. As B. Kachru observes (1992b), a
linguistic convention of language use necessarily reflects the conventions of cul-
ture.^
In addition, B. Kachru (1987a) notes that bilinguals' creativity also plays a
significant role in discursive nativization of English in its nonnative linguistic
ecology, which may be represented by distinctive text designs, stylistic conven-
tions, culture-specific speech acts, and traditional thematic ranges of the dis-
course.^ B. Kachru (1987b) further points out that discursive nativization results
mostly from bilinguals' strategic transfer of discursive features from their domi-
nant language to the less used language in the linguistic realizations of the under-
lying thought patterns. The nativized English discourse generally does not con-
form to the recognized canons established in the native variety of English. Never-
theless, such nativization, according to B. Kachru (1987a), is an inevitable conse-
quence of the unprecedented spread of English throughout the world.
Similarly, as Y. Kachru (1987) observes, there exist distinct discourse pat-
terns and discourse strategies in different languages and cultures. Moreover, al-
though there is no difference in underlying cognitive processes among various
peoples, there do exist differences in conventionalization of discursive patterns.
Elsewhere, Y. Kachru (1995) observes that nonnative varieties of English usually
feature some writing patterns and rhetorical structures that differ from those in the
^ The nativization of English investigated in this paper is a consequence of contact between Chinese and
EngHsh in relatively recent historical periods. Earlier stages of contact between Chinese and English have
produced, among other things, English borrower words from Chinese, e.g., litchi, chow mein, kowtow, kung
fu, typhoon, and mahjongg. According to McArthur (1992), English has nearly 1,000 such Chinese loan
words.
* Zuo (2001) holds a similar viewpoint that cultural differences are inevitably exhibited in linguistic differ-
ences given that language is an integral component of culture.
' Zhang (2002) examines the linguistic creativity of bilinguals expert in both Chinese and English by ana-
lyzing the English novella In the Pond, which was written by the Chinese writer Jin Ha. In this article
Zhang discusses the bilinguals' creativity on both lexical and discursive levels. Kirkpatrick & Xu (2002)
also contains a brief discussion of discursive nativizations of English used in the Chinese context.
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English writing by people in the Inner Circle countries. Related to this issue, Y.
Kachru (2001) further notes that in order to gain discourse competence in World
Englishes, viz., in order to be successful in conducting crosscultural communica-
tion that involves different varieties of English, speakers of English must strive to
be familiar with, and also be sensitive to, the distinctive discursive features in dif-
ferent varieties of World Englishes.
3. Data collection
In this study, most of the samples examined were collected from Beijing Review,
one of the major English magazines in China. Beijing Review was first published
in 1958 and is now published weekly. A small number of sample sentences were
also collected from China Daily, currently one of China's most widely read Eng-
lish newspapers. China Daily was started in 1981. It is generally assumed that the
English used in these two publications is representative of the Chinese variety of
English. Although native speakers of English were, and still are, on the editorial
staff of both publications, a number of English usages still carry with them Chi-
nese features.
The data analyzed in this study were collected from the articles published in
Beijing Review in 1968 and also those published in China Daily in 2000. The mo-
tivation for the selection of data from two different historical periods is to show
that discursive nativization of English takes place in different sociopolitical con-
texts, even though different eras may be characterized with dissimilar types of na-
tivization. In addition, the inclusion of data from both journal and newspaper arti-
cles is to demonstrate that the nativization of English in China is not found simply
in one type of publication. Other than these considerations, the collection of data
was random.
4. Discursive nativization of English in China
4.1 General overview
It is not clear whether the typical discourse organization pattern of the native vari-
ety of English has been localized in the Chinese context. For one thing, according
to Myers (2000), there exists conflicting evidence regarding the differences and
similarities between the discourse organization patterns of English and Chinese. A
considerable number of researchers (e.g., Jia & Cheng 2002; Kaplan 1966; Kirk-
patrick 1991, 1995; Young 1982; Zuo 2001) suggest that Chinese writers do not
follow the linear thought pattern of beginning a discourse with a topic sentence,
followed by supporting sentences that precede the conclusion, which is character-
istic of Western cultures. On the contrary, the discourse organization pattern in the
Chinese language is considered to be circular or indirect. However, this assump-
tion is challenged by other scholars. For example, Mohan & Lo (1985) contend
that the Chinese writing taught in schools fosters a direct writing style. They have
presented examples of direct writing from classical Chinese literature to support
their argument.
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Unlike the nativization of discourse organization patterns in Chinese English,
which is still a somewhat controversial issue, the nativization of discourse strate-
gies is less ambiguous (e.g., Kirkpatrick & Xu 2002, Myers 2000). It is repre-
sented by, but not limited to, the extended use of localized speech acts, rhetorical
devices, idiomatic expressions, or political slogans. These nativized discourse
strategies, which mostly result from the transfer of Chinese discourse strategies to
Chinese English discourse, are all loaded with Chinese characteristics. These na-
tivized discursive strategies function, to some extent, as markers of China English
discourse.
4.2 Data analysis
In this section, the paper identifies and examines different types of discursive na-
tivizations that have taken place in Chinese English, which convey peculiar so-
ciocultural information about the Chinese society. These nativized usages are not
immediately transparent to those native speakers of English^ who are not familiar
with Chinese culture. As B. Kachru (1990:165) points out, discursive nativization
of English is a phenomenon where a text is overloaded with cultural presupposi-
tions, which, as a result, 'demands a serious cultural interpretation'
.
It is worth noting that the localized conventions to be analyzed in this study
are usually used more in written discourse than in the spoken variety of China
English. Moreover, since the bulk of the sample sentences and paragraphs exam-
ined were taken from articles published in 1968, during which China was in the
midst of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, a ten-year long political
movement (1966-1976), certain types of discursive nativizations discussed in this
article may not be found in the English writing from other historical periods.
For convenience in reading, in this paper, the texts that feature discursive
nativizations are given in italics, whereas most other typographical features of the
original text, such as the sometimes unusual use of capitalization and punctuation
marks, are preserved.
4.2.1 Re-creation of local speech acts
4.2.1.1 Wishes
Openly expressed wishes for good health or longevity, both of which are much
valued in traditional Chinese culture, are seldom found in the writing of native
speakers of English. Such speech acts are not part of their ordinary linguistic be-
havior, although certain other types of wishes are, for example, the wish for good
luck or success. In contrast, in the Chinese society, especially during the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, extended wishes for good health or longevity, es-
pecially those to Mao Tse-Tung, were frequently made by virtually all Chinese
people, old and young alike. In other words, there is a discrepancy here in terms of
the thematic range found in the speech act of wishing. Examples of wishes for
good health or longevity in the Chinese EngUsh writing are provided in (1-3).
* In recent years the construct 'native speaker' has been subject to scrutiny and has become the object of
heated debates. For a thorough discussion of this issue, see, for example, Paikeday (1985). In this paper
'native speaker' is used merely as a working concept.
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( 1
)
" Wishing Your Excellency life-long good health. "
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
(2) Revolutionary People of the World Wish a Long, Long Life to Chair-
man Mao!
(From Beijing Review, Jsmuary 12, 1968)
(3) ''Long live Mao Tse-tung!" This is confidence in victory.
(From Beijing Review, January 12, 1968)
In certain cases, the wishes are overly lengthy, which, to some extent, re-
flects the Chinese people's fervent love and respect for Mao Tse-Tung on the one
hand, and the fervidness of the political movement itself on the other. Such nativ-
ized speech acts usually strike native speakers of English as odd because many of
them are not familiar with either the fervidness of the political movement during
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution or the different thematic ranges of the
speech act of wishing in the Chinese language. Examples of excessively lengthy
wishes are given in (4).
(4) They wave their red-covered copies of Quotations From Chairman
Mao Tse-tung and shout. "Long live Chairman Mao!" "A long, long
life to Chairman Mao!" "Long live the victory of Chairman Mao's
proletarian revolutionary line! " "Long live the victory of the great
proletarian cultural revolution! " "Long live the invincible thought of
Mao Tse-tung!" and "We wish Chairman Mao a long, long life!"
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
On the lexical level, in (4), the expression 'red-covered' is a loan transla-
tion^, which has undergone semantic nativization'" by means of a semantic shift,
more exactly, semantic extension, given that in the Chinese context this lexical
item has acquired a sense not available in the native variety of English. Generally
speaking, a thorough and accurate understanding of such loan translations presup-
poses knowledge of Chinese culture. The term "proletarian' has also been semanti-
cally nativized, this time by means of semantic amelioration. In native varieties of
English, the word 'proletariat' denotes 'the class of industrial wage earners who
must earn their living by selling their labor' (Anderson, Fortson, Kleinedler, &
Schonthal 2001:672), in other words, people with a low social and economic
status. However, in (4), the word "proletariat' does not refer to people from the
low social class, although their economic status may not be as high. On the con-
' The majority of the acculturated English lexicon in China English is loan translations, word-by-word
translations of Chinese expressions. These nativized English expressions are used mostly because no Eng-
lish expressions in the native variety adequately or precisely match both the denotation and connotation of
the Chinese expressions. Some of these loan translations have already developed their own abbreviations in
the Chinese context, which bespeaks, among other things, Chinese-English bilinguals' linguistic creativity.
'" Kachru (1992a) observes that when lexical items are nativized, their denotation or connotation is usually
either extended or restricted. Cheng (1992) also notes that in different societies words may have different
connotations. On the same issue Zhou & Feng (1987) identify four different situations, i.e., semantic exten-
sion, reduction, amelioration, and deterioration. This proposal provides a helpful approach to the analysis
of semantic shift. It is obvious that these four situations of semantic shift are not mutually exclusive.
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trary, the 'proletariat' refers to the leadership in the Chinese revolution and social
life.
In addition to the wish for good health or longevity, wishes connected with
certain other aspects of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution are also fre-
quently found in the articles published in the 1968 issues of Beijing Review. In (5)
below is an example of a wish for the Revolution itself, given that in the Chinese
context, particularly during the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, the red flag
symbolizes, among other things, revolution.
(5) May the red flag of the Chingkang Mountains, raised by Chairman
Mao, flyfor ever!
{¥xom Beijing Review, ]a.xmaiy 12, 1968)
In (6) is an example of a wish that is very often considered to be made by Mao
Tse-Tung himself. This time it is a wish for more glorious revolutionary achieve-
ments. These wishes usually strike native speakers of English as strange too.
(6) "Carry the Revolutionary Tradition Forward, May You Gain Still
Greater Glory.
"
(From Beijing Review, January 12, 1968)
On the lexical level, the expression 'red flag' is also a loan translation. This
term has undergone semantic nativization by means of a semantic shift as well. In
the native variety of English, the expression 'red flag' usually simply connotes the
notion of 'stop'. In China English, the connotation of 'red flag' includes, among
other things, revolution and the rule by the Chinese Communist government, given
that, for one thing, the 'red flag' is China's national flag. In this sense, in (5), the
term 'red flag' is not only semantically extended but also semantically amelio-
rated.
4.2.1.2 Indirect curses
In addition to using terse expressions to curse, as is usually the case in cultures
where English is the native language, Chinese people also commonly use complete
or partial sentences for this speech act. This nativized speech act is also observed
in some of the articles in the 1968 issues of Beijing Review. Furthermore, in these
articles the curses are usually expressed in a roundabout manner. Therefore, I call
them 'indirect curses'. Moreover, these curses are mostly expressed in the form of
quasi-proclamatory statements. Examples are provided in (7-10), which, in a
sense, curse the United States, Great Britain, and the then Soviet Union respec-
tively.
(7) "The US imperialists and all other such vermin have already created
their own grave-diggers; the day of their burial is notfar off."
(From Beijing Review, January 12, 1968)
(8) This "package plan," described by the British ruling circles as a heart-
breaking decision, marks the fact that British imperialism indeed is on
its last legs.
(From Beijing Review, January 26, 1968)
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(9) Soviet Revisionists' Plot to Call Counter-Revolutionary International
Meeting Can Only Speed Their Own Doom.
(From Beijing Review, January 12, 1968)
4.2.2 Employing culturally loaded rhetorical devices
4.2.2.1 Analogy
The Chinese have been fondly employing analogy as a means of argumentation
throughout their history of civilization, which is, to some degree, distinctive of
Chinese culture (e.g., Myers 2000). When Chinese bilinguals write in English,
they naturally make use of this rhetorical device as well, as they do when they
write in Chinese. The use of analogy in Chinese English is exemplified in (10-11).
In (10), the importance of Mao Tse-Tung's thought to the revolution is compared
to both that of the helmsman to saihng and the sun to living things. In (11), the
importance of the Communist Party to the revolution is compared to that of water
to fish and also vines to melons.
(10) Sailing the seas depends on the helmsman, all living things depend on
the sun for their growth... making revolution depends on Mao Tse-
Tung 's thought.
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
(11) Fish can't live without water, melons can't thrive off their vine, the
revolutionary masses cannot do without the Communist Party, Mao
Tse-tung's thought is the never-setting sun.
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
4.2.2.2 Symbolism
Chinese writers also frequently make use of a plethora of culture-specific symbols
in their Chinese writing, which is yet another feature that, to a certain degree,
marks Chinese discourse. It is not unusual for Chinese bilinguals to transfer this
rhetorical device to their English writing. Examples that feature such a transfer are
provided in (12-14). For instance, in (12), the use of the phrase 'the red sun' is
characteristic of Chinese culture, where the sun is considered to be one of the
greatest things in the world. Its symbolism includes, but is not limited to, power,
righteousness, long life, and source of strength.
(12) Chairman Mao Tse-tung, ... the red sun that shines most brightly in our
hearts, receiving revolutionary fighters on December 31, 1967 in Pe-
king's Great Hall of the People.
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
In (13), the verses in Mao Tse-Tung's poem symbolize the imminent burst of
revolution throughout the world.
(13) "The Four Seas are rising, clouds and waters raging, the Five Conti-
nents are rocking, wind and thunder roaring," wrote Chairman Mao in
one of his poems.
{From Beijing Review, Janusjiy 12, 1968)
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On the lexical level, in (14), the term 'red book' has also undergone semantic
nativization by means of a semantic shift.
(14) The red book of Mao Tse-tung sheds its rays everywhere. The prole-
tarians read it and draw courage to fight the oppressors.
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
The expression 'red book' here does not simply refer to a book that is red. Instead,
it specifically refers to the much-revered little red book that collects Mao Tse-
Tung's instructions and advice. In this sense, this term has undergone both seman-
tic reduction and semantic amelioration.
4.2.2.3 Metaphor
Myers (2000) notes that metaphor is also commonly used in the writings of Chi-
nese people. In addition. Tang (1997) observes that Chinese philosophical writings
made more frequent use of metaphors to make points than Western philosophical
works did. Then, it may be the case that Chinese bilinguals have utilized this rhe-
torical device in their English writing. The examination of the articles in Beijing
Review confirms this hypothesis. Examples of the use of metaphors are provided
in (15-18). In (15), Mao Tse-Tung's thought is compared to 'the great banner'; in
(16), Mao Tse-tung is compared to 'the beacon' for the people in the whole world;
in (17), the raging of war is compared to 'a prairie fire'; and in (18), reactionaries
are compared to 'paper tigers'.
(15) Let us cheer: The world has entered the new era in which Mao Tse-
tung 's thought is the great banner.
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
(16) Chairman Mao, You Are the Beacon for the People of the World.
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
(17) Flames ofPeople's War Raging Like a Prairie Fire in Thailand.
(From fie//mg /?ev/ew, January 12, 1968)
(18) All reactionaries are paper tigers. In appearance, the reactionaries are
terrifying, but in reality they are not so powerful.
(From Beijing Review, January 19, 1968)
4.2.2.4 Parallelism
Parallelism is also a rhetorical device used regularly in the writings of Chinese
people. It is mostly utilized to highlight a certain notion or concept. According to
Di (2001), the extensive use of parallelism by Chinese people is, to a great extent,
attributed to the influence from the yin-yang thinking in Daoism, one of the most
influential religions practiced in China." In their English writing, Chinese bihn-
guals usually avail themselves of this rhetorical device as well. In contrast, parallel
expressions are relatively rare in the average prose written by native speakers of
English. Examples of the use of parallelism in Chinese Enghsh are provided in
" Di (2001) analyzes the influence from the yin-yang thinking upon English writing by native speakers of
Chinese. In so doing she identifies the impact, which is frequently represented by noncolloquial usages, not
only on the discursive or rhetorical level, but also on the lexical and/or syntactic level.
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(19-22). In (19), (21), and (22), the parallel linguistic units are sentences, whereas
in (20), the parallelism is represented by noun phrases.
(19) On buses and trolley buses people animatedly debate how cadres are to
be "liberated, " or what are the criterions of a good Party member of
Chairman Mao. .
.
On the threshing floors of people's communes bespectacled grandfa-
thers are reading Serve the People word by word with their grandchil-
dren.
On the sea and in the air the People's liberation Army uses quotations
from Chairman Mao to direct its patrols, training and preparations
against war.
(From fieym^ /?evi>H', January 19, 1968)
(20) Our great teacher, great leader, great supreme commander and great
helmsman (Used to refer to Mao Tse-tung)
(From Beijing Review, January 19, 1968)
(21) "Chairman Mao, you are the great savior of mankind!" "Chairman
Mao, you are the greatest Marxist-Leninist of our time!" "Chairman
Mao, you are the beacon for the people of the world!
"
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
(22) "Long live Mao Tse-tung! " This is a military pledge. "Long live Mao
Tse-tung! " This is the source of strength. "Long live Mao Tse-tung! "
This is confidence in victory. "Long live Mao Tse-tung!" This is the
cheer of happiness. "Long live Mao Tse-tung!" These are words full of
respect and love.
{From Beijing Review, January 12, 1968)
4.2.3 Employing language-specific idioms and slogans
The Chinese language is rich in idiomatic expressions and slogans. These idioms
and slogans are full of cultural connotations that are not easily decipherable for
those native speakers of English who are not familiar with Chinese culture. When
Chinese people write in English, they, not surprisingly, will also use these trans-
lated sayings and idioms. These formulaic expressions reflect, among other things,
ways of Hfe, beliefs, and wisdoms of the Chinese people, all of which are in one
way or another different from those of the people in the Inner Circle countries.
Examples of this type are given in (23-26).
(23) A hundredflowers bloom and a hundred schools ofthought contend.
(From China Daily, November 24, 2000)
(24) The bells for the new century are soon to peal.
(From China Daily, November 24, 2000)
(25) Growing is a painful process, but one that is necessary- for sunival in
the future.
(From China Daily. November 20, 2000)
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(26) Every Communist must grasp the truth, "Political power grows out of
the barrel ofa gun."
(From Beijing Review, January 3, 1968)
The discussion of the above discursive nativizations found in Chinese Eng-
lish is by no means intended to indicate that these discourse strategies are used
EXCLUSIVELY by Chinese-English bilinguals in their English writing. It is evident
that, except for the language-specific idioms and slogans, all the discursive con-
ventions discussed above are also found in native varieties of English. The claim is
simply that these discursive conventions are more typical or characteristic of Chi-
nese English, or more exactly, Chinese English used during the turbulent political
movement, the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, than of any native variety of
English. Of course, this claim presupposes that writing from the same genre in
both native varieties of English and Chinese English is used for the purpose of
comparison.
4.3 Nativization and bilinguals' creativity
The analysis above shows that although English is used primarily as a perform-
ance language variety in China, the nativization process has already started. This
lends support to the claim that a Chinese variety of English is emerging, be it la-
beled as 'Chinese English', 'China English', or 'Sinicized English'.'^ In other
words, the development of English in the Chinese context is approaching the sec-
ond phase. '''This echoes the argument in Kirkpatrick & Xu (2002). Provided that
English is going to maintain its current status as an international language for an
indefinite period of time and that China's current sociopoUtical and linguistic poli-
cies are not discontinued, the use of English in China will be more and more
common. This, in turn, foretells the greater degree to which English is going to be
nativized. It is even possible that in the future English may become an institution-
alized language variety in China. When this happens, English in the Chinese con-
text reaches the third, and also the last, phase of nativization.
Through the investigation of the discursive nativization of English in China,
this article also sheds light on the study of bilinguals' linguistic creativity, in this
case Chinese-English bilinguals' creativity shown in their writing in English, their
nonnative language. In a nutshell, these bilinguals utilized nativized discourse
strategies to convey information about their unique culture, which is difficult, if
not impossible, to be communicated through the use of a native variety of English.
As this study shows, bilinguals' creativity is represented not only by the use of
'" When debating on the issue whether there exists a legitimate Chinese variety of English, some scholars
distinguish between China English (or Sinicized English) and Chinese English (or Chinglish). Whereas the
former is considered to be a legitimate variety, which refers to English used by the Chinese in China, based
on standard English, and with Chinese characteristics (e.g., Wang 1991), the latter is not. Instead, it usually
denotes an interference variety. For detailed discussions about the distinction see, for instance, Jiang (1995)
and Zhang (1997). In this paper, the terms 'Chinese English' and 'China English' are used interchangeably
in the sense of Wang (1991).
" B. Kachru (1992a:56) proposes that there are three phases that institutionalization of a nonnative variety
of English experiences. The first phase is the 'non-recognition' of the local variety. The second phase is the
'development of varieties within a variety", when the local variety is used widely but is still socially stig-
matized. In the third phase the local model becomes the norm and is consequently socially acceptable.
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'culture words' (e.g., Xu 1987), but also by the innovative use of speech acts,
rhetorical devices, idioms, or slogans that are characteristic of the native culture.
Although linguistic nativizations that result from such creativity may not be read-
ily recognized or accepted by native speakers of English, they are an indispensable
means of communicating the unique Chinese culture to the outside world and,
therefore, should be accepted and even encouraged.
5. Pedagogical implications
As this study indicates, English as a language of wider communication has 'be-
come pluricentric, and carries the weight of various sociocultural identities' (Y.
Kachru 2001:350). In other words, as in China, the English language has been and
is being nativized in all sociocultural contexts where it is assumed that native
speakers are a minority, if there are any at all (e.g., Bolton 2001, Forthcoming;
D'souza 2001; Y. Kachru 1998). As Y. Kachru (2001) rightly points out, this has
brought new questions and challenges to the profession of English teaching. For
instance, one of the crucial questions that must be asked is which model of English
is the most appropriate for teaching.
It is a fact that Chinese people use English not only with native speakers, but
also with those from countries where English is either a foreign language, for ex-
ample, Japan, the Republic of Korea, and Russia, or a second language, for exam-
ple, India, Malaysia, and Singapore (e.g., Gao 2001, Pang, Zhou, & Fu 2002).
Furthermore, as is claimed by Kirkpatrick & Xu (2002), in China, as in many
other Asian countries, people use English with predominantly nonnative speakers
of English, who now outnumber native speakers of English.
In light of this situation, in the teaching of English, it may not be advisable
for China to adopt invariably the established norm(s) of English in the Inner Circle
countries, for example, BBC English, or General American English. Instead, it is
more sensible to determine the teaching model on the basis of the interlocutors
with whom English is used. In other words, 'the function to which English is to be
put is ... crucial in determining which variety is the most appropriate' (Kirkpatrick
& Xu 2002:275). Consequently, students in China must be given the opportunity
to be exposed to all major varieties of English in the world — native and nonna-
tive varieties as well. This actually echoes the overall sentiment of most Chinese
college students, according to Kirkpatrick & Xu (2002).
When discussing the teaching of World Englishes, B. Kachru (1992a) identi-
fies six different fallacies concerning the users and uses of English. This provides
strong theoretical support for the adoption of functionally oriented teaching mod-
els."' It is understandable that some people may be concerned with the intelligibil-
ity problem if the adoption of local models is encouraged in the teaching of Eng-
lish. However, as researchers argue (e.g.. Nelson 1992, 1984, 2001; Smith 1992;
''' Three relevant fallacies out of the six are: I) in the Outer Circle and the Expanding Circle, people learn
English essentially to interact with its native speakers; 2) people learn English as a tool to understand and
teach what is generally termed the Judeo-Christian traditions; and 3) the goal of learning and teaching Eng-
lish is to adopt the native models of English.
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Smith & Nelson 1985), the unintelligibility problem in World Englishes is mainly
caused by the lack of exposure and sensitivity to the variety of English involved.
This further helps to support the argument that invariably following the model es-
tablished in the Inner Circle countries may not be the best policy.
6. Conclusion
This paper examines primarily the discursive nativization of English used in the
Chinese context. In so doing it supports the argument that the Chinese variety of
Enghsh is emerging, which in itself manifests Chinese-Enghsh bilinguals' hnguis-
tic creativity. Adopting a function-oriented standpoint, this paper also briefly dis-
cusses the issue of which model(s) of EngUsh should be taught in Chinese schools.
Research on the nativization of English investigates this linguistic phenomenon
that takes place mostly in the Outer Circle countries, such as India, Malaysia, and
Singapore, whereas the nativization of English in the Expanding Circle countries
is relatively inadequately documented.'"^ By investigating the discursive nativiza-
tion of English used in China, a country in the Expanding Circle, this study aims at
making some contribution to research on World Englishes.
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In this paper we examine accentuation in Mallabia Basque. This is an
accentual system that is clearly transitional between the northern Biz-
kaian pitch-accent system (with a lexical distinction between accented
and unaccented words, and phrase-final or phrase-penultimate un-
marked accentuation) and the central Basque systems (with accent on
the post-initial or, in the marked case, on the initial syllable). The study
of the accentual patterns in Mallabia Basque offers us important cues to
understand the historical connection between these two very different
prosodic systems.
1. Introduction
In a broad western and central area of the Basque-speaking territory, we find ac-
centual systems with regular post-initial accent (where some lexical exceptions
may receive initial accent instead) (Txillardegi 1984; Hualde 1991, 1999a). In the
northern part of Bizkaia, on the other hand, we find a rather different accentual
system, reminiscent of that of Tokyo Japanese, where there is a lexical distinction
between accented and unaccented words, the latter subject to a rule of phrase-final
accentuation in certain contexts (Hualde 1988, 1991, 1999a; Elordieta 1997; cf,
also Azkue 1931-32, Basterrechea 1974-75, Michelena 1972). In Hualde 2003 it is
claimed that this Northern Bizkaian system represents a more conservative stage
and several historical developments are proposed for the emergence of post-initial
accent as a general pattern. In particular, it is proposer" that the accentual system
employed nowadays in the Mallabia dialect is a transitional type that sheds light
on one of these possible diachronic routes. In this paper we describe the patterns
of accentuation in Mallabia Basque in greater detail, since it demonstrates a par-
ticularly interesting prosodic development and since there are no other published
descriptions of this accentual system beyond the very brief description offered in
Hualde (2003).'
Mallabia is a township of approximately 1110 inhabitants located about
15 km south of Markina and only 3 km to the west of the urban area of Ermua and
Eibar. Its accentual system, although related to those of the Markina and Gernika
areas, has a number of very interesting specific features. As mentioned, it repre-
sents a transitional type from the Northern Bizkaian pitch-accent system towards
' Although Gaminde's (1998) survey of Basque accentual types contains a brief mention of the Mallabia
dialect (pp. 83-4), it overlooks the most interesting features of this system.
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the system with generalized accent on the second syllable (with exceptional accent
on the first) found in some other neighboring areas such as Durango and Elorrio.
2. Accentual patterns
In their citation form (which for nouns and adjectives is the absolutive singular,
viz., stem + article /a/ — or Id after a high vowel), words in Mallabia Basque can
be classified along two accentual dimensions: the position of the accent and the
shape of the accentual pitch contour. Considering pitch-accent shape first, in some
words, the pitch rises on the accented syllable and has an abrupt fall on the post-
tonic. We will refer to this pitch-contour as 'acute accent'. In a lexically contras-
tive fashion, other words bear a 'grave accent' instead, in which the pitch also
rises on the accented syllable but falls gradually towards the end of the word or
phrase. Regarding the position of the accent, on the other hand, the accent may be
located either on the first or on the second syllable of the word but not on any
other syllable. All words accented on the initial syllable have an acute accent,
whereas among those accented on the second, some have acute accent and some
others have grave accent. By far the largest group is that of words with grave ac-
cent (on the second syllable) in their citation form. All of this is summarized and
illustrated with examples in (1).^
( 1
)
Words in citation form
I. Marked classes: Acute accent (rapid fall)
la. Acute initial accent: egixe 'truth'
lb. Acute post-initial accent: errotarrixe 'whetstone'
II. Unmarked class: Grave accent (slow fall). Always on the second
syllable: mendixe 'mountain', errotarixe 'miller'
Minimal or near-minimal pairs can be found across both accentual dimen-
sions of contrast, as shown in (2):
(2) (Near-)minimal pairs
a. Acute post-initial vs. grave
fruterue 'fruit-bowl' vs. fruterue 'fruit-seller'
atakie 'attack' vs. atakie 'gate'
sagutxue 'little mouse' vs. sagiitxue 'shrew'
errotarrixe 'whetstone' vs. errotarixe 'miller'
b. Acute initial vs. acute post-initial
askurie 'itch' vs. askorie 'axe'
c. Acute initial vs. grave post-initial
artie 'art' vs. artie 'live-oak'
barrie 'bar' vs. barrie 'laughter'
basic 'base' vs. basie 'mud'
parie 'pair' vs. park 'shovel'
' All examples in this paper are cited using Basque orthographic conventions: x is a voiceless prepalatal
fricative, tx the corresponding affricate, tz a voiceless dental fricative, // a palatal lateral, u a voiceless
palatal stop, r a rhotic tap between vowels and rr an alveolar trill.
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sarie 'large basket'
basue 'drinking glass'
pague 'payment'
seme 'zero'
saltzie 'the selling'
begire 'looking'
vs. sarie 'net'
vs. basiie 'forest'
vs. pagiie 'beech tree'
vs. seriie 'sky'
vs. saltzie 'sauce'
vs. begire 'more or less'
The acute/grave distinction is illustrated with a minimal pair in Figure 1
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Figure 1: {a) fniterue da "it is the fruit seller'
(h)fruterue da 'it is the fruit bowl'
As we can see in Figure 1, in both examples the pitch rises on the second
syllable (the curve is interrupted here because of the voicelessness of the /t/). The
difference is that in Figure la (lefthand example) the pitch continues rising in the
post-tonic before it starts to fall. In Figure lb (righthand example), on the other
hand, there is a rise and a fall within the accented syllable and a much steeper fall
to the end of the utterance.
If we consider the behavior of these different accentual classes in non-
phrase-final position, we discover that acute-accent words have a rise-fall pitch
accent (as in their citation form), which causes the downstep of the accent on a
following word. On the other hand, grave-accent words show a relatively high,
slowly falling plateau after the rise and, crucially, do not induce downstep of the
accent on the next word in the phrase. Thus, if we compare, for instance, the ex-
amples in (3), a clear difference is that in the second example of each pair of sen-
tences the second accent is downstepped (reduced) with respect to the first accent,
whereas in the first example of each pair either the second peak is higher or both
accentual peaks reach approximately the same level:
(3) 1. lagiinan alabie da
lagunen alabie da
2. lagunan alabak die
lagunen alabak die
'it is the friend's (sg) daughter'
'it is the friends' (pi) daughter'
'they are the friend's (sg) daughters'
'they are the friends' (pi) daughters'
In Figure 2 and Figure 3, we include Fq tracings for the two pairs in (3).
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Figure 2: (a) lagiman alabie da "it is the friend's (sg) daughter'
(b) lagiinen alabie da 'it is the friends' (pi) daughter'
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Figure 3: (a) lagiman aldbak die 'they are the friend's (sg) daughters'
(bj lagiinen aldbak die 'they are the friends' (pi) daughters'
As can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3, a major difference between the (a)
and (b) contours is in the scaling of the second peak. Both alabie 'the daughter' in
Figure 2 and aldbak 'the daughters' in Figure 3 present a much lower peak in the
(b) example than in the (a) example. The acute accent of the genitive plural form
lagiinen 'of the friends' is manifested as a steep fall after the accented syllable
which triggers the reduction of the second accent in the phrase, whether this sec-
ond accent is grave, as in Figure 2b, or acute, as in Figure 3b. On the other hand,
in the (a) examples, where the genitive singular lagunan 'of the friend' has a grave
accent, there is no downstep. The second accent of the phrase is realized as a
higher peak than the first accent in both Figure 2a and Figure 3a.
Clearly the acute/grave distinction in Mallabia is related to the ac-
cented/unaccented distinction found in other Bizkaian varieties (see Hualde 1991,
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1996, 1997, 1999a, 2000; Hualde & Bilbao 1992, 1993; Hualde, Elordieta &
Elordieta 1994; Elordieta 1997; Hualde, Elordieta, Gaminde & Smiljanic 2002).
The main difference is that instead of the high plateau or slightly rising contour up
to the end of the phrase that, with lexically unaccented words, we find in other
Northern Bizkaian varieties, in Mallabia we find a slowly falling contour begin-
ning in the post-tonic. This has resulted in a reinterpretation in the perception of
prominence, as argued in Hualde 2003.^
Accentual distinctions play a major role in inflected nominal forms in
Basque. For words in the unmarked class, singular and plural forms often have dif-
ferent accentuation. In the next section we examine the accentuation of inflected
nominals.
3. Accentuation of inflected nominal forms
As in other western and central Basque varieties (many Bizkaian and Gipuzkoan,
and some High Navarrese varieties), singular and plural forms often contrast in
accentuation. An interesting fact of the Mallabia dialect, not found in any other
variety that has been described until now, is that words with vowel-final bisyllabic
stems differ from other words in their accentuation in the plural. Furthermore, /i/-
final stems, which undergo epenthesis of a voiceless prepalatal fricative x /J/ be-
tween the stem and vowel-initial inflectional suffixes, are treated as consonant-
final for accentual purposes.
The unmarked pattern is grave accent in most singular forms and post-initial
acute accent in the plural and ablative singular, as shown in the following partial
paradigm for /mendi/ 'mountain'."*
(4) mendi "mountain'
sg pi
Absolutive mendixe mendixek
Dative mendixai mendixei
Genitive^ mendixan N mendixen N
Benefactive mendixantzat mendixentzat
Inessive mendixen mendixetan
Allative mendire mendfxeta(ra)
Comitative mendixakin mendixekin
Ablative mendittik mendixetatik
By and large, the accentuation of these forms corresponds closely to what
has been described for some northern Bizkaian varieties (the Gemika-Getxo type,
Hualde 1999a, among others). For the most part, the grave-accent forms corre-
spond to the unaccented forms of these other varieties. In particular, the anoma-
lous accentuation of the ablative singular (which has acute accent) with respect to
' An intermediate step in this evolution undoubtedly was the retraction of the accent from the final syllable
of the phrase to the penultimate, as in neighboring Markina and Ondarroa (Hualde 2000, 2003).
" mendi is the bare stem. The citation form is mendixe. Bare stems can be used without inflectional suffixes
if accompanied by modifiers; e.g., lau mendi "four mountains".
^ The genitive must be followed by a noun; e.g. mendixan isena 'the mountain's name' or by a determiner;
e.g. mendlxana "the one of the mountain' vs. mendi.xena "the one of the mountains'.
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other singular forms is general in Bizkaian. One difference with respect to other
dialects is found in the comitative, which is accented in both singular and plural in
other Bizkaian varieties, although the accent oftentimes falls on different syllables
in the two numbers, e.g.: Getxo sg lagund(g)as 'with the friend', pi lagiinakas
'with the friends'; Gemika sg lagunegas 'with the friend', pi lagiinekin 'with the
friends'; Markina sg lagimas, pi lagunekin.
We find the same pattern with all consonant-final and (epenthesis-triggering)
/i/-final stems and also with vowel-final stems of three or more syllables, as illus-
trated in (5) with the absolutive singular and plural:
(5) a. Consonant-final stems (including /i/-final)
uninflected stem sg pl
ogi 'bread' ogixe ogixek
gison 'man' gisona gisonak
lagun 'friend' lagiine lagunek
katedral 'cathedral' katedrala katedralak
katamixer 'squirrel' katamixerra katamixerrak
bersolari 'verse-singer' bersolarixe bersolarixek
Vowel-final stems of three or more syllables
alaba 'daughter' alabie alabak
abade 'priest' abadie abadiek
kategorixa 'category' kategorixie kategorixak
astakume 'baby donkey' astakumie astakumak
basamortu 'desert' basamortue basamortuek
arrijasotzaille 'stone-lifter' arrijasotzaillie arrijasotzailla
On the other hand, bisyllabic stems ending in a vowel other than /i/ show a
shift of the accent to the initial syllable in all plural forms (but not in the ablative
singular, even though this form also has an acute accent), this is illustrated in (6)
with a partial paradigm of etxe 'house'. Further examples, in the absolutive, are
given in (7):
(6) Vowel-final bisyllabic stems: etxe 'house'
sg pl
Absolutive etxie etxiek
Ergative etxiek etxiek
Dative etxiai etxiei
Genitive etxian N etxien N
Benefactive etxiantzat etxientzat
Inessive etxien etxietan
Allative etxera etxieta(ra)
Ablative etxetik etxietatik
(7) Other examples of vowel-final bisyllabic stems
lora 'flower' lone lorak
kale 'street' kalie kaliek
asto 'donkey' astiie astuek
esku 'hand' eskiie eskuek
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Phrase-final accent is generally avoided. This results in retraction of the ac-
cent to the first syllable of two-syllable words in final position:
(8) Phrase-final retraction
baltz 'black'
baltza 'the black one'
baltza da 'it is the black one'
cf. pi: bdltzak die 'they are black', bdltzak 'the black ones'
The phrase-final retraction rule has an exception in allative forms, which can
be optionally contracted: etxera ~ etxd 'to the house, allative sg.'
What we have said so far applies only to words in the unmarked class
(=grave accent in citation form, abs sg). All words that have an acute accent in the
absolutive singular (and in their uninflected form, whether on the initial or on the
post-initial syllable), keep the accent on that syllable throughout their inflectional
paradigm. With these exceptional words there is no accentual distinction between
singular and plural:^
(9) Marked class: acute stems
musker 'lizard'
sg
miiskerra
Pl
muskerrak
txistu 'flute' txistue txistuek
lengusu 'cousin'
baserri 'farm'
lengusue
baserrixe
lengusuek
baserrixek
arrano 'eagle' arranue arranuek
baserrittar 'farmer' baserrittarra baserrittarrak
Consequently with what we have said, many of the minimal pairs given
above in (2) are not distinguished in the plural:
(10) Minimal pairs
fruteru 'fruit-seller' fruterue fruteruek
fruteru 'fruit-bowl' fruterue fruteruek
4. Marked words (acute accent in citation form)
As mentioned, words with an acute accent in their citation form are exceptional
(i.e., they form a relatively small class). As in other western and central Basque
dialects with an accentually exceptional or marked class, these words fall into two
main groups: (a) compounds and words with certain derivational suffixes and (b)
borrowings, some of them very old (Michelena 1972, Hualde 1992, among oth-
ers). In addition, there is a small residue of words of unclear origin. In general, it
seems that the Mallabia dialect has fewer marked words than some other Bizkaian
varieties whose lexicon has been explored from this point of view, such as
Lekeitio (Hualde, Elordieta & Elordieta 1994) and Getxo (Hualde & Bilbao 1992).
* This is also true of items in the marked accentual class in other western and central dialects, as already
noticed in Michelena (1977).
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4.1. Compounds
Many compounds have acute accent, including productively created compounds.
The accent may be on the first or the second syllable. Most compounds with initial
accent have a monosyllabic first member (i.e., the accent tends to occur on the first
member of the compound). Nevertheless, it is not the case that all compounds
have marked accent. Instead, we find some rather idiosyncratic subregularities.
For instance, compounds with -ar 'male' and -erne 'female' have acute accent, but
those with -kume 'child, offspring' do not:
(11) Compounds
la. Acute initial accent
oill-arra 'rooster' (< oilo 'chicken'), ast-arra 'male donkey'
(< asto 'donkey'), ast-emie 'female donkey', kat-arra 'torn cat' (<
katu 'cat'), kat-emie 'she-cat', aittitte 'grandfather' (< aita 'fa-
ther'), ank-utzik 'with bare legs' (< (h)anka 'leg'), arain-eun 'day
before yesterday' (standard Basque heren-egun, lit. 'third day'),
baltz-unie 'black spot', bas-errixe 'farm' (< baso 'forest' + (h)erri
'village'), es-ola 'pole' (< hesi 'fence' + ola 'board'), etx-aurrie
'facade' (< etxe 'house' + aurre 'front'), il-gora 'waxing of the
moon' (lit. 'moon-up'), len-gosue 'first cousin', itt-aurren 'guid-
ing oxen' (< idi 'ox' -i- aurre-an 'in front of).
lb. Acute post-initial accent
abade-gaixe 'seminarian' (cf. abadie 'priest'), adar-sonue
'joke' (lit. 'horn-play'), afal-ostie 'after dinner' (cf. afarie 'sup-
per'), aitte-besuetako 'godfather' (< aita 'father' + beso-etako 'of
the arms'), aitte-iiiarreba 'father-in-law', aitte-ordie 'step-father',
aitte-santue 'the Holy Father', alb-agiiie 'side tooth', ama-iru
'thirteen', ama-saspi 'seventeen', ama-sulo 'mommy's child' (lit.
'mother-hole'), anaixa-ordie 'step-brother', anka-lusie 'long
legged' ank-artie 'between the legs', ank-okerra 's.o. with
crooked legs', ao-sabala 'talkative' (lit. 'wide-mouth'), arro-putze
'proud', arta-berdie 'green corn', arta-lorie 'corn flower', asa-
burue 'head of cabbage', bet-okerra 'with crooked eyes' (bet-,
compositional form of begi 'eye'-i- oker 'twisted'), aste-lena
'Monday' (< aste 'week'+ lehen 'first') (BUT astegune 'week
day'), barre-gurie 'laughter' (< barre 'laugh'+ gura 'desire'),
jakin-gurie 'desire to know', esan-gurie 'meaning', bas-erri-ttarra
'farmer', baskal-ostie 'after dinner', buni-aundixe 'big-head, type
of bird, lanius collurio' (BUT burii-bidie 'reasoning'), buru-surixe
'white headed', burdiintzixe 'roasting spit' (< burdin 'iron'+ untzi
'pot'), diru-aldixe 'money-time, time when there is money', egii-
astena 'Wednesday', egii-barrixe 'Christmas' (lit. 'day-new'),
egu-ena 'Thursday', egiin-sentixe 'dawn', egiir-iketza 'wood
coal', egon-esiiie 'restlessness', biotz-errie 'heart burn', erbi-
txakurre 'hare dog, hound', errii-bakue 'blameless', esne-beixe
'milk cow', estu-aldixe 'hard times' (lit. 'narrow-time'), gabon-
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sar 'New Year's eve', geldi-unie 'resting time', gibel-urdiiie 'type
of mushroom, russula viriscens' (lit. 'back-blue'),^ ipiirt-argixe
'lighting bug' (lit. 'buttocks-light'), jan-arixe 'food', negar-gurie
'desire to cry', jun-etorrixe 'round trip' (lit. 'go-come') kardu-
latza 'hard thistle' (BUT kardii-berie 'soft thistle'), karramarrue
'crab', lurr-ikerie 'earthquake', otz-ikerie 'tremor', mutiT-sarra
'bachelor' (lit. 'boy-old'), ude-barrixe 'spring' (lit. 'summer-
new').
II. Grave accent
asta-kumie 'baby donkey', katii-kumie 'kitten', axe-lekue
'windy spot', basa-katue 'wild cat', baso-mutille 'lumberjack' (lit.
'forest-boy'), bisi-modue 'lifestyle', eskon-barrixe 'newly-wed',
jaix-egune 'holiday', jan-edana 'food and drink'.
4.2. Derived words
Most derived words have unmarked grave accent, but some derivational suffixes
induce acute accent. Again, the grave vs. acute distinction corresponds directly to
the unaccented/accented contrast of other dialects and, by and large, the same
words and classes of words are found in the two groups as in other dialects.
(12) Derived words
I. Acute accent
-ti: ais-tixe 'oak grove', sagas-tixe 'appletree grove', maas-
tixe 'vineyard', 16-tixe 'sleepy'
-ka: adar-ka 'hitting with horns' (cf. adarra 'horn'), arri-ke
'throwing stones'
-kera: adar-kerie 'horn shape' (cf. adarkadie 'length of
horns'), ibil-kerie 'manner of walking', orras-kerie 'way of
combing, hairdo', liis-erie 'length'
-tza: diru-tzie 'amount of money', lasto-tzie 'pile of straw',
lagiin-tzie 'help' morron-tzie 'serfhood'
-ero: aste-ro 'weekly', egiin-ero 'daily', iTl-ero 'monthly',
lirte-ro 'yearly'
-dun: ardi-dune 'sheep owner', motor-dune 'motorized'
(BUT ulesuridiine 's.o. with white hair')
-en: baltz-ena 'blackest'
-ago: baltz-ague 'blacker'
-egi: baltz-egixe 'too black'
II. Grave accent
-garri: bero-garrixe 'heater'
-tasun: bero-tasune 'heat'
-lari: berso-larixe 'verse-singer'
' As remarked in Michelena (1970) (see also Trask 1997: 267), this example shows that the semantic field
of urdin, nowadays 'blue' or 'gray', must have formerly included the meaning 'green' (in which sense it
has been replaced by the borrowing berde), since this mushrooin's color is a deep green.
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4.3. Loanwords
Many words in the acute accent class are borrowings, both very old and recent.
Whereas some of them preserve the etymological place of the accent, many others
do not:
(13) Acute-accent borrowings
la. Initial
abixie "nest" < Lat. cavea, antzarra 'goose" < Lat. anser, arbohe
'tree', arrixkue 'risk', atuen 'immediately' < Sp. en el acto,
besperie 'night before' < Sp. vispera, dantzie 'dance', dendie
'store', denporie 'time' < Lat. tempora, domekie 'Sunday' < Lat.
dominica. durdurie 'type of bird, turdus viscivorus', ganbarie 'at-
tic" < Lat. camera, gonie 'skirt', ingurue 'surrounding area' < Lat.
in gyrum, kaixolie 'cage' < Rom. < Lat. caveola, kikerie
'pitcher" < Sp. jicara, kinddie < Sp. guinda, kortie 'yard', kiilpie
'blame', kiibixe 'Guinea pig' < Sp. cuy, landarie 'plant', langie
plank', lapitze *pencir< Sp. lapiz, lekue 'place'< Rom. lueco,
Ifburue 'book', maixue 'teacher', mallue 'hammer', perixie 'mar-
ket day" < Sp. feria, pospolue 'match' < Sp. fosforo, sapatue 'Sat-
urday', tellatue 'roof <Rom., cf. Sp. tejado.
lb. Post-initial
arkondarie 'shirt' <01d Sp. < Arab., askorie 'axe' < Lat. asceola,
asiikrie "sugar", bentanie 'window", doministikue 'sneeze' < Lat.
dominus tecum, erlojue 'watch', erreginie 'queen' < Lat. regina,
errekie 'creek' < Rom., cf. Occitan rec, eskolie 'school', itxiirie
'aspect' < Sp. hechura, kitterrie 'guitar', komentue 'convent',
martitzena 'Tuesday" < Lat. Martis eguna, puxikie 'bladder' <
Lat. uessica, afrontue 'squall", banderie 'flag'.
Many borrowings have an acute accent on a different syllable from the source:
(14) Borrowings with accent shift
abionetie 'small plane' < Sp. avioneta, abanikue 'fan' < Sp. abanico.
aiiintamentue 'town hall" < Sp. ayuntamiento. dinamittie 'dynamite' <
Sp. dinamita, disparatie 'nonsense" < Sp. disparate, eletronikie 'elec-
tronics' < electronica, errebistie 'magazine" < Sp. revista, erregalue
'gift' < Sp. regalo, erremedixue 'remedy' < Sp. remedio, errepublikie
'republic' < Sp. republica, erretolikie 'scolding' < Sp retorica, eskar-
mentue 'punishment' < Sp.escarmiento, eskupetie 'shot gun' < Sp.
escopeta, esparatrapue < Sp. esparadrapo, estemangue 'stomach" < Sp.
estomago, gasolinie 'gasoline" < Sp. gasolina, kalabasie "pumpkin" <
Sp. calabaza (BUT kalidadie 'quality"), kontrabandue 'smuggling' <
Sp. contrabando (BUT kontrabandistie 'smuggler'), mansanillie
'camomille'< Sp. manzanflla.
As in other Bizkaian dialects, specific accentual patterns are applied to
Spanish borrowings with certain endings. For instance, borrowings from Spanish
-ero words have acute accent when the meaning is 'place, receptacle' but grave
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accent when the meaning is 'profession, occupation' (Hualde 1999b), as we see in
the example in Figure 1
.
Although clearly there are certain tendencies, in general it appears that the
accentuation of borrowings is not completely predictable. Thus, to give just one
example, whereas Sp. grdmo, grdno give grdmue, grdnue, respectively, from Sp.
grddo we have gradiie.
4.4. Other exceptional items
Finally, besides compounds and derived words and various types of loanwords,
there is also a relatively small group of acute-accent words of uncertain etymol-
ogy. By and large, the same items belong to this group in all western and central
varieties that recognize an accentually exceptional class:
(15) Words of uncertain etymology with acute accent
la. Initial
belarrixe 'ear', abaue 'honey comb', adorie 'vigor' (< Sp. ardor?),
arrautzie 'egg', atzie 'back part' aurrie 'front', baskarixe 'dinner'
, erderie 'Spanish Ig.', euskerie 'Basque Ig.', euskixe 'sun' (<
eguzki < egu(n) 'day' + ?), bestie 'other', ganorie 'skill', garra-
sixe 'cry', intxaurre 'walnut' (< ? + ur 'hazelnut'), fstarrixe
'throat', itaixe 'scythe' (< igitai), maixe 'table', mallie 'level',
muskerra 'lizard', orratza 'needle', simaurre 'fertilizer', talue
'pancake', txalue 'applause', txingorra 'hail', lisaba 'boss' (<
ugazaba).
lb. Post-initial
adabagixe 'mending', arranue 'eagle', aserixe 'fox', berakatza
'garlic', erinotza 'laurel', erriikixe 'pity', gorostixe 'holly, ilex
aquifolium', lapikue 'cooking pot', orkatillie 'ankle', otzarie
'basket', urdaixe 'lard, bacon' (< urde 'pig' -t- gai 'matter'?).
5. A comparative/diachronic perspective
The acute/grave contrast lends the Mallabia accentual a certain amount of com-
plexity. As mentioned at the beginning of the paper, undoubtedly this contrast is
diachronically related to the accented/unaccented distinction found in Northern
Bizkaian, including Markina, just a few kilometers to the north of Mallabia.
In an area from Getxo to Gemika, phrases composed entirely of lexically un-
accented items receive final accent when focalized or when uttered in isolation.^ In
these phrases, the pitch rises at the beginning of the phrase and stays high up to the
last syllable, where it falls, as shown in the example on the left in (16) with a
schematic contour. Accented words, on the other hand, present a sharp fall imme-
diately after the accented syllable, as in the corresponding plural example on the
right:
" Unaccented words or phrases in isolation receive a pitch accent in Basque; just as in English or Spanish a
word pronounced in isolation will regularly bear a pitch accent.
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(16) Gernika-Getxo
lagunena da
it is the one of the friend'
lagunena da
'it is the one of the friends'
In Lekeitio we find essentially the same contrast, with the difference that
(almost) all lexical accents have shifted to the penultimate syllable of the word:
(17) Lekeitio
A
lagunena ra
'it is the one of the friend'
lagunena ra
'it is the one of the friends'
In Ondarroa and Markina, unaccented phrases receive phrase-penultimate
accent, instead of phrase-final accent. In Markina, where, in this particular case,
the lexical accent of the plural form is on the same syllable as in Gernika, the re-
sulting contrastive patterns are as in (18), whereas in Ondarroa, where the accent
of the plural form has been shifted as in Lekeitio, the pitch patterns are as schema-
tized in (19):
(18) Markina
lagunana da
'it is the one of the friend'
lagunena da
'it is the one of the friends'
(19) Ondarroa
lagunana ra
'it is the one of the friend'
lagunana ra
'it is the one of the friends'
In all these systems, in the lexically unaccented case the pitch remains high
up to the final (in Gernika-Getxo and Lekeitio) or the penultimate syllable (in
Markina and Ondarroa) and this is the syllable that is perceived as carrying ac-
centual prominence. In Mallabia, instead, we find a slow fall from the third sylla-
ble of the phrase to the end (generally more pronounced in the last two syllables),
a fact that has caused the perception of prominence to be transferred to the second
syllable:
(20) Mallabia\
lagunana da
'it is the one of the friend'
lagunena da
'it is the one of the friends'
Fq tracings for these Mallabia examples can be observed in Figure 4:
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Figure 4: (a) lagunana da 'it is the one of the friend'
(b) lagiinena da 'it is the one of the friends'
Notice that in the (a) example in Figure 4, after the abrupt rise on the second
syllable, the peak continues rising and the fall does not begin until the penultimate
syllable. There thus seems to be a certain amount of variation on the precise point
where the fall starts in grave-accent words/phrases. Although the patterns do not
differ greatly from those found in Markina, the location of the fall in unmarked
words and phrases is not well-demarcated with respect to the end of the phrase,
and this seems to have led to a perceptual reanalysis where now the rise on the
second syllable is seen as the locus of the accent.
It is easy to envision how a system of the Mallabia type can be transformed
into a much simpler system. It would be enough for some children to fail to ac-
quire the rather subtle acute/grave distinction. The result would be a system where
most of the time the accent would be on the second syllable (< former grave and
post-initial acute), and exceptionally we would have initial accent. In this reana-
lyzed system, thus, words accented on the second syllable, whether they used to
bear a grave or an acute accent, would fall together in one class, and would con-
trast only with those words that are accented on the initial. This is indeed what we
find in some neighboring areas such as Durango, Elorrio, and Elgoibar.
The accentual system employed by conservative Mallabia speakers (i.e.,
those with the acute/grave distinction), however, remains very similar to the
Northern Bizkaian pitch-accent type, which has a contrast between lexically ac-
cented and unaccented words. In particular it is very close to the Markina subtype.
In fact, whereas 'grave accent' is an appropriate characterization of the pattern that
these words show in phrase-final position, we saw above that grave-accent words
do not cause downstep of a following accent, unlike acute-accent words (Figure
2). This suggests that grave-accent words are actually lexically unaccented, and
that the rise on the second syllable is a phrase-boundary phenomenon. This is con-
firmed when these words are place phrase-medially, as in, gure lagunana da 'it is
the one of our friend', gure lagunan alabie da 'it is our friend's (sg) daughter'. In
this medial context we can see that a grave-accent word such as lagunan(a) loses
its prominence altogether (since the rise takes place on the second syllable of the
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phrase), whereas this prominence is preserved in the corresponding acute-accent
plural forms, conveyed by a rapid fall immediately following the accented sylla-
ble:^
(21) Mallabia: Grave vs. acute in non-phrase-final position
gure lagunana da
'it is the one of our friend'
gure lagunena da
'it is the one of our friends'
gure lagunan alabie da gure lagunen alabie da
'it is the daughter of our friend' 'it is the daughter of our friends'
Consider the Fq tracings in Figure 5:
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Figure 5: (a) gure abadie da 'he is our priest'
(b) gure abddiek die 'they are our priests'
In both examples in Figure 5, the main rise takes place on the second syllable of
the phrase, -re. In the Figure 5a example, the rise continues until the antepenulti-
mate syllable -di-, with small intervening dips that can be considered micropro-
sodic effects produced by the voiced consonants /b/ and /d/ (reahzed as continuant
in intervocalic position). In the Figure 5b example, containing the acute plural
form abddiek 'the priests', the pitch rises up to the lexically accented syllable,
where a steep fall starts.
Given these facts, we can analyze Mallabia Basque as possessing the same
lexically accented vs. lexically unaccented distinction that we find in the Northern
Bizkaian area. The main difference is in the tonal contour of phrases composed of
unaccented items. In Lekeitio, for instance, these phrases clearly have final accent.
In Ondarroa and Markina, they have penultimate accent in an equally clear fash-
ion. Here is where we consistently find a fall in pitch. In Mallabia, on the other
' Further research is, however, necessary to determine to what extent the initial rise has become a word-
level, as opposed to phrasal, phenomenon in Mallabia.
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hand, we have seen that the location of the fall is earlier than in these other dia-
lects and appears to be more variable. This, we have suggested, has produced a
shift of the locus of prominence to the second syllable of the phrase, characterized
by a clear rise.
The other remarkable fact about Mallabia accentuation that we have noted is
the leftwards shift of the accent in the plural of words with vowel-final bisyllabic
stems.
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APPENDIX 1: Map of Basque-speaking territory
BayofBiscay
Bayonne
LAPURDI \
FRANCE
ZUBERCDA
APPENDIX 2: Mallabia and neighboring area
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The Korean reflexive caJdcasin is knovra to be local, whereas another
refle.xive form. caki. allows long-distance antecedents. But. in some
conte.xts. cakicasin has an antecedent that is located outside of the
minimal S domain. That is. cakicasin is local, i.e.. sentence-bound, in
most cases, but permits a nonlocal antecedent sometimes. The goal of
this paper is to provide more efficient computational algorithms for the
Korean refle."dN e cakicasin. whether its antecedent is located within the
minimal S domain or outside of the domain. For this purpose. Chier-
chias (1988) Binding Theon,^ is combined with Steedman's Combina-
ton.- Caiegorial Grammar (CCG). The combination will be called a
CCG-like system. In this system, the [+refl] feature is instantiated as a
feature of cakicasin. and it is percolated up until it meets a suitable an-
tecedent. By these kinds of resolution algorithms, the sjntactic behav-
iors of cakicasin are effectively implemented, reducing computational
burdens considerably. In addition, we can easily contrast cakicasin with
caki. sa>ing that shghtly different refle.xive-antecedent pairs are re-
sponsible for the syntactic differences of these two reflexive forms. In
sum. this paper develops more economical and unified algorithms that
implement the Korean reflexive cakicasin using Cat^(xial Grammar.
1. Introduction
Some languages have long-distance reflexives in addition to sentence-bound
counterpans. Korean is one such language. .As sentences from (1) to (4) illustrate,
caki is a Ions-distance reflexive whereas cakicasin is sentence-bound.'-^
fle.xive and its aniece;
.
rankings, making 'I'
:
~ The preference rar.
'
C1988) statistical apr
fonns, i.e., coJb', cas: -
data includes 3.000.0 '
tbe restt]l. As this table siK>* >. • ^
long-distance readings (52%). sac
ference (4%), the long-dtstanoe leadir.^ :
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(l)Chelsoo,-ka caki-.-hd salangha-n-ta.
Chelsoo.NOM self.ACC love.PRES.DECL
'Chelsoo loves himself.'
{2)ChelsoOi-ka cakicasin;-ul salangha-n-ta.
Chelsoo.NOM self.ACC love.PRES.DECL
'Chelsoo loves himself.'
i3)Chelsoo-^-nun [Younghee^-ka cakiyylul salangha-n-ta-ko]
Chelsoo.TOP Younghee.NOM self.ACC love.PRES.DECL.COMP
sayngkakha-n-ta.
think.PRES.DECL
a. 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves him.'
b. 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves herself.'
(4) Chelsoo,-nun [Younghee^-ka cakicasin*y^-ul salangha-n-ta-ko]
Chelsoo.TOP Younghee.NOM self.ACC love.PRES.DECL.COMP
sayngkakha-n-ta.
think.PRES.DECL
a. * 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves him.'
b. 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves herself.'
In the paradigm of (1) and (2), caki and cakicasin make no difference, because
both occupy the same positions and refer to the identical entity Chelsoo, which is
located in the subject positions. But, in the paradigm of (3) and (4), both reflexives
are clearly distinguished. In (3), caki can refer to either Chelsoo or Younghee,
permitting both the long-distance reading and the sentence-bound one. In (4),
cakicasin can refer to only the sentence-bound antecedent Younghee, not the long-
distance antecedent Chelsoo.
But, in addition to these two paradigms, the following pair of sentences are
also grammatically perfect in Korean.-^
(5)ChelsoO;-nun [caki;-ka ttokttokha-ta-ko] sayngkakha-n-ta.
Chelsoo.TOP self.NOM be smart.DECL.COMP think.PRES.DECL
'Chelsoo thinks that he is smart.'
{6)ChelsoOi-nun [cakicasin i-i ttokttokha-ta-ko] sayngkakha-n-ta.
Chelsoo.TOP self.NOM be smart.DECL.COMP think.PRES.DECL
'Chelsoo thinks that he is smart.'
' Jung-Min Jo (p.c.) suggested the following paradigm as a test for the subjecthood of cakicasin.
i. EliseLli^eyto Chelsoo,-nun \cakicasin^-i ttokttokha-ta-ko] sayngkakha-n-ta.
stupidly Chelsoo.TOP self.NOM be sman.DECL.COMP thinic.PRES.DECL
'Stupidly, Chelsoo thinks that he is smart."
ii. Chelsoo,-nun elisek.keyto {cakicasin,-i ttokttokha-ta-ko] sayngkakha-n-ta.
iii. *Chelsoo,-nun [cakicasin^-i elisek.keyto ttokttokha-ta-ko] sayngkakha-n-ta.
iv. Chelsoo,-nun ]cakicasin,-i ttokttokha-ta-ko] elisek.keyto sayngkakha-n-ta.
V. Chelsoo,-nun [cakicasin^-i ttokttokha-ta-ko] sayngkakha-n-ta. elisek.keyto.
All the sentences except (iii) are acceptable. Sentence (iii) is impossible because the meaning of elisekkeyto
is opposite to that of ttokttokha-ta. As the ungrammaticality of (iii) suggests, ]cakicasinj-i ttokttokha-ta-ko]
becomes an island from the outside. Cakicasin-i is the subject of the subordinated clause, and its antecedent
Chelsoo is located outside of this minimal S domain.
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In (5) and (6), both reflexives occupy the subject positions of subordinated clauses,
and they refer to Chelsoo, which is located outside of the minimal S domain. (5) is
explained easily because caki allows a long-distance antecedent. But, the behavior
of cakicasin in (6) is a little problematic in the sense that this reflexive usually
takes a local sentence-bound antecedent. But, as Kang's (1998) corpus analysis in
(7) also demonstrates, cakicasin sometimes allows antecedents that are located
outside of the minimal S domain, though it is local in most cases.
(7) Distance of Antecedents for Korean Reflexives (Kang 1998:179)
Caki-lul Casin-ul Cakicasin-ul
Local 151 311 66
Long-distance 165 123 5
Total 316 434 71
{caki - casin : X^ 44.062, p < 0.001
)
In (7), cakicasin has 5 cases out of 71 examples (about 7%), where it has a nonlo-
cal reading.'*
As a result, we have three different distributions for cakicasin, i.e., (2), (4),
and (6). In (2) and (4), its antecedent is local, while it is long-distance in (6). The
goal of this paper is to provide more efficient computational algorithms for the
Korean reflexive cakicasin. Here, the term computational has dual meaning. One
is OPERATIONS ON REPRESENTATIONS a la O'Grady 1998 & 1999, and the other is
computational IMPLEMENTATIONS. That is, the system introduced in this paper
presupposes actual implementations on a computer. Accordingly, computational
efficiency as well as theoretical discussion is crucial in this paper. For this pur-
pose, this paper combines Chierchia's (1988) Binding Theory with Steedman's
(1996 & 2000) Combinatory Categorial Grammar, which will be called a CCG-
like system. In this system, cakicasin has [-i-refl] as a lexical feature, and this fea-
ture is percolated up until it meets a suitable antecedent. When it meets an antece-
dent, its feature is interpreted with that of the antecedent. By these kinds of reso-
lution mechanisms, all the syntactic behaviors of cakicasin are effectively imple-
mented, reducing computational cost considerably.
This paper is composed as follows. Section 2 discusses two possible types of
implementations for cakicasin, and points out some problems that utilize
Chomskyan traditions in implementations. Section 3 introduces basic ideas in
Categorial Grammar, especially Steedman's (1996 & 2000) Combinatory Cate-
gorial Grammar (CCG), and Chierchia's Binding Theory. Section 4 develops a
CCG-like system, and proposes resolution algorithms for cakicasin in this system.
Section 5 discusses some advantages of resolution algorithms in the CCG-like
system. Section 6 summarizes this paper.
^ The five cases here have to be understood as nonlocal, rather than really long-distance. The only instances
where cakicasin can have an antecedent outside its own clause are when it is a subject of an embedded
clause. Even then, it can only take an argument in the immediately superordinate clause as antecedent. So,
unlike caki, cakicasin is not a true long-distance anaphor.
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2. Some possible approaches in implementing cakicasin
In giving analyses of long-distant unbound reflexives in Korean, Japanese, Swed-
ish, and Icelandic, Kang (1988) divided binding theories into two types. One is
Domain-for-Antecedent Analysis (DA-account/DA-analysis), and the other type is
Feature-Instantiation-and-Semantic-lnterpretation Analysis (FI-account/FI-
analysis). As its name impUes, in the first type of analysis, reflexives are resolved
within certain syntactic domains where both the reflexives and their antecedents
are included. Chomskyan traditions such as GB (Chomsky 1981) belong to this
type. In the second type of approach, reflexives are treated with feature instantia-
tion and its semantic interpretation. That is, the reflexive feature is instantiated in
each lexical entry, and this feature is percolated up until it meets a suitable antece-
dent. When a reflexive meets an antecedent, this reflexive feature is charged out
with that of the antecedent. Analyses in GPSG and Categorial Grammar belong to
this type.
If we computationally implement syntactic distributions of cakicasin by the
DA-accounts, there may be roughly two types of approaches. The first one is to
treat the sentence-bound reading as an anaphor, and the nonlocal reading as a pro-
nominal. That is, cakicasin in (2) and (4) is an anaphor, but that of (6) is a pro-
nominal. But, in this type of implementation, we would have to have two separate
resolution algorithms for the same lexical item for cakicasin. Then, we need an
additional algorithm that decides which resolution algorithm must be applied in
the given situation. It increases time complexities in the implementations, which is
an undesirable result.
The second type of possible approach is to define one maximal Binding Do-
main in which both readings are available. But, in order to define an appropriate
Binding Domain for cakicasin, we need additional stipulations similar to Chom-
sky's (1981) accessible SUBJECT.
(8) Governing Category (GC; Chomsky 1981:21 1)
a. AGR is co-indexed with the NP it governs.
b. (3 is a governing category for a if and only if p is the minimal cate-
gory containing a, a governor of a, and a SUBJECT accessible to a.
(9) Accessibihty (Chomsky 1981:212)
a is accessible to (3 if and only if (3 is in the c-command domain of a
and assignment to (3 of the index of a would not violate i-within-i con-
dition.
(10) i-within-i Condition (Chomsky 1981:212)
*[y ... 5 ... ], where y and 6 bear the same index.
Along with these definitions, the following two sentences in English are explained
as follows.
(11) a. Johiij thinks that [[a picture of himselfj] would be on sale].
b. Johiij thinks that [[Billj's picture of himself.yj] would be on sale].
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In (lib), himself refers to Bill, not John, because the accessible SUBJECT of him-
self is Bill, and the GC that includes himself and its accessible SUBJECT is the
subordinated clause. Bill's picture of himself would be on sale. In (11a), the subor-
dinated clause cannot be a GC, because it violates the i-within-i condition in (10).
Consequently, the GC for himself is extended to the matrix clause, and himself
picks up John as its antecedent.
These mechanisms can be applied to cakicasin similarly, but with some
modifications. Unlike English, Korean lacks AGR. Therefore, only the subject NP
can be an accessible SUBJECT. When a reflexive cannot find an antecedent
within the minimal S domain where the reflexive is included, the Binding Domain
is extended into the immediate superordinate S domain and a GC is defined there.
Thus, we can define the GCs in Korean without the i-within-i condition in (10).
Now, let us take the three sentences, (2), (4), and (6), again, and see how these
definitions work.
{l)Chelsoo;-ka cakicasinx-ul salangha-n-ta.
Chelsoo.NOM selfACC love.PRES.DECL
'Chelsoo loves himself.'
(4)ChelsoOi-nun [Younghee^-ka cakicasin.yyul salangha-n-ta-ko]
Chelsoo.TOP Younghee.NOM selfACC love.PRES.DECL.COMP
sayngkakha-n-ta.
think.PRES.DECL
a. * 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves him.'
b. 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves herself
{6)ChelsoOi-nun [cakicasitii-i ttokttokha-ta-ko] sayngkakha-n-ta.
Chelsoo.TOP selfNOM be smart.DECL.COMP think.PRES.DECL
'Chelsoo thinks that he is smart.'
Example (2) is simple, since it has no subordinated clause. Only Chelsoo is acces-
sible to cakicasin. Therefore, the S domain becomes the GC for cakicasin, in
which it refers to Chelsoo. In (4), the subordinated clause, i.e., Younghee-ka caki-
casin-ul salangha-n-ta, becomes the GC, where cakicasin can be resolved with
Younghee. It cannot refer to Chelsoo, because the latter is outside of the GC for
the former. In (6), the subordinated clause, i.e., cakicasin-i ttokttokha-ta, cannot be
a GC because it does not contain an accessible SUBJECT for cakicasin. Accord-
ingly, the domain is extended up to the matrix clause, and the reflexive can find an
antecedent, Chelsoo, in this domain.
So far, so good! All three sentences in (2), (4), and (6) are explained success-
fully. But, this type of approach also increases time and space complexity in the
implementations considerably. If we implement resolution algorithms of cakicasin
based on the GB framework, additional algorithms would be necessary for defining
GC and implementing accessibility, in addition to the resolution algorithm itself.
Since the GCs are configurationally defined in the tree structures, we need addi-
tional time and space for traveling those tree structures. Also, we need more proc-
essing time to pinpoint the position of the reflexive and its antecedent within the
given GC. Consequently, implementations of resolution algorithms for cakicasin
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within the GB framework require much time and space complexity, reducing
computational efficiency. If we may have much simpler algorithms that are more
efficient than those in this technique, it is reasonable to choose them, rather than
more complicated ones.
Though we would tolerate those problems in the implementations, there is
one big problem common to all of these approaches. The problem is that we have
to spend too much in constructing and handling the tree structures. In DA-
implementations, all the searching algorithms for an antecedent are performed on
the tree structures. Accordingly, parsing algorithms such as Stabler's (1992) or
Lee's (1996) algorithms are inevitably necessary. But, these parsing technologies
require a great deal of memory space for storing each node in the tree structures
and searching algorithms for traversing nodes in the tree structures. All of these
things increase computational burdens, reducing the efficiency in the implementa-
tions. Besides, we have functional categories such as IP or CP and any other X'-
level projections, and they also increase time and space complexity in constructing
and traversing the tree structures.
Implementation of cakicasin in Chomsky's (1995) Minimalist Program (MP)
has similar problems. Resolution algorithms in the MP may be similar to the FI-
approaches in that lexical features play crucial roles in the system. But, those algo-
rithms also presuppose a parsing technology such as that of Stabler 1999 & 2002.
Accordingly, similar problems may be raised for the implementation. In addition,
MP has more functional projections than GB, such as TP, NegP, AgrsP, or AgrgP.
HandUng these and their intermediate X' -level nodes increase time and space
complexity significantly. As a result, we may spend much more time in con-
structing and traversing the tree structures rather than in resolution algorithms
themselves.
As said above, we have a few different types of implementations for the re-
flexive cakicasin. Up to now, we have looked into possible DA-accounts, and
pointed out some problems in their implementations. But, we did not discuss the
Fl-type accounts yet. The resolution algorithms developed in this paper are basi-
cally an Fl-type approach. They will be discussed in detail in Section 4, after a
brief introduction to Categorial Grammar and Chierchia's (1988) Binding Theory
in Section 3.
3. Binding theory in Categorial Grammar^
Categorial Grammar was first introduced by Ajdukiewicz (1935) and later modi-
fied and advanced by Bar-Hillel, Curry, and Lambek. In this framework, we have
two basic categories n and s, and the other categories come from the combinations
of these two categories. In this system, all the syntactic phenomena are described
and analyzed by functor-argument relations of constituents whose category infor-
mation is stored in each lexical entry.
Steedman (1996 & 2000) extended previous studies in Categorial Grammar
and developed Combinatorial Categorial Grammar (CCG). The most important
' This section is also included in Lee 2001, 2002a, and 2002b.
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characteristic of his system is that predicate-argument relations are projected by
the combinatory rules of syntax, and that other operations are based on these rela-
tions (Steedman 2000:38). The most fundamental combinatory operation in Cate-
gorial Grammar is functional application, which is delineated in (12).
(12) Functional Application (Steedman 1996:13, 2000:37)
a. X/Y :/ Y : a =» X
-.fa (>)
b. Y :a X\Y :/ ^ X -.fa (<)
Here, /refers to the semantic interpretation of the functor category and a to that of
the argument category. As you can see, the semantic interpretation of the result is
calculated by/a.
Chierchia used Categorial Grammar to explain Binding phenomena in Eng-
lish, and he described syntactic constraints of reflexives and pronominals as fol-
lows.
(13) Binding Theory in Categorial Grammar (Chierchia 1988:134)
a. A reflexive must be bound to an F-commanding argument in its
minimal NP or S domain.
b. A non-reflexive pronoun must not be co-indexed with anything in its
minimal NP or S domain.
(F-command is simply c-command at function-argument structure.^)
Agreement in number and gender must hold between pronouns and antece-
dents, so pronouns can refer to their antecedents. The agreement checking algo-
rithm is stated in (14a). FT(/7) in (14b) has three pieces of information: n is the in-
dex of the given NP, gndr is gender, and nmbr is number.
(14) Agreement between Antecedent and Pronouns (Chierchia 1988:132)
a. FT(n) = FT(m): The features associated with n are non-distinct from
those associated with m.
b.
FT{n) =
ri
gndr
nmbr
For example, the FTs of the three different NPs John, himself, and her can be
stated as follows.^
'' This condition has different predictions for the sentences in (i) and (ii). It rules in (i), but rules out (ii)
(Chierchia 1988:135).
i. Mary showed the men each other.
ii. *Mary showed each other the men.
Binding Theory before GB (Chomsky 1981) says that both of the sentences are grammatical, which is
wrong. Tripartite structure is possible both for (i) and (ii), and each other and the men c-command each
other in those structures. But, according to Larson's (1988) analyses with VP-shells, (i) and (ii) can be
clearly distinguished from each other, because the men c-commands each other in (i), but the latter does not
c-command the former in (ii). It is also pointed out in Lee 2001, 2002a, & 2002b.
^ Note that John, himself, and her stand for an R-expression, a reflexive, and a pronominal respectively.
John, tiimself 2 herj
'
^
^
r 2 ^ r i >
male FT(2) = male FT(i) = female
. 3 J L 3 J ^ 3 >
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(15)
FT(7) =
Chierchia developed resolution algorithms for pronouns based on the combinatory
rules of categories, which can be stated as in (16).
(16) Chierchia' s Algorithms (1988:138-9)
a. TV + NP => IV
I 2
(Here and throughout, integers will be used as names for the categories
mentioned in the rules.)
conditions:(i) LPS(O) n LPS(l) = 0^ noncoreference
(ii) SLASH(2) n ( LPS( 1 ) u LPS(2) ) = crossover
(iii) SLASH(2) = SLASH(O) u SLASH(l) slash-percolation
(iv) LPS(2) = LPS(O) u LPS( 1
)
LPS-percolation
b. S/NP„ + NP„ => S
1 2
conditions:(i) LPS(2) = 0^ A-opacityboundary
(ii) SLASH(2) n ( LPS( 1 ) u LPS(2) ) = crossover
(iii) SLASH(2) = SLASH(O) u SLASH(l) slash-percolation
(iv) n € LPS(0)uLPS(l) reflexive
+ren
c. IV/IV + IV => IV
I 2
conditions :(i) LPS(2) = LPS(O) A-opacity boundary
(ii) SLASH(2) n ( LPS( 1 ) u LPS(2) ) = crossover
(iii) SLASH(2) = SLASH(O) u SLASH(l) slash-percolation
(iv) n i. LPS(l) reflexive
+ren
d. Reflexives
(i) A => A
n (+refl] e LPS n e LPS
(ii) conditions: (a) A = IV, TV
(b) FT(A) = FT(«)
(iii) translation: ?jc„ [A'(x„)]
According to these algorithms, the two pronouns himself and him are resolved as
in (17) and (18). Here, note that the semantic interpretations of the two sentences
are different, i.e., love'(x2){x2) vs. love'(xi)(x2).
" Here, LPS refers to Local Pronoun Store. It stores indices for pronouns and their antecedents.
' As mentioned in Lee 2001 & 2002a, this condition is English-specific. It must be revised to account for
Korean long-distance reflexives caki or casin.
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(17) He loves himself
<he loves himself, S, love'(JC2)te)' LPS:0> (ignoring SLASH)
<he, NP2, X2, LPS:2> <love himself, S/NP,, Ax^ [love'(;«:j)(;c3)], LPS:2>
<love himself, S/NP., \0ve\x3), LPS:2, 3^refi>
<love, (S/NP2)/NP'°, love', LPS:2><himself, NP3, x,, LPS:3„efl>
(18) He loves him
<he loves him, S, \ovq'{x,){x2), LPS:0> (ignoring SLASH)
<he, NP2, X2, LPS:2> <love him, S/NP., love'(x/), LPS:1, 2>
<love, (S/NP2)/NP, love', LPS:2><he, NP,, x„ LPS:1>
Because himself\^ a reflexive, the Reflexive Rule (16d) is applied in the analysis
in (17). By (16di), the reflexive index 3+ren is erased from the LPS of S/NP2. By
(16dii), A becomes S/NP2, which is equivalent to IV. By (16diii), the semantic in-
terpretation changes love'ix^) into Ax^ [/<3ve''(-Vi)(xj)]. where A' is love'iX}). The
reflexive himself \s resolved with he, when S/NP2 love himself meets NP2 he.
These operations do not occur in (18) because him is a pronominal, which results
in different semantic interpretations between the reflexive himself and the pro-
nominal him.
4. Resolution algorithms of cakicasin in Categorial Grammar
4.1. A CCG-like system (Lee 2001, 2002a, 2002b)"
The system that this paper develops is a CCG-like system, which has already been
introduced in Lee 2001, 2002a, and 2002b. It is basically the incorporation of
Chierchia's ideas into Steedman's Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG). This
system is similar to Steedman's system in that surface combinatorics trigger other
operations, especially reflexive resolution algorithms in this paper. It is different
from Steedman's in that it uses the attribute-value ordered pairs (avop) in (19) to
describe syntactic dependencies.
(19) Structure of Attribute-Value Ordered Pair
<PHON, CAT, (AGR), TRANS, NPS, (SLASH)>
The six attributes are explained in (20).
'" Here '2' in (S/NP,)/NP means that the index of subject NP must be "2". It is a tool for subject-predicate
agreement.
" A different, but related, version of the CCG-Hke system is developed by Park (2001 & forthcoming) and
Lee & Park (2001). Their focus is on how Korean Case markers can be handled in Categorial Grammar.
Because this paper concerns only reflexives, it will not illustrate how Case markers can be dealt with in
Categorial Grammar. For a theoretical approach and its importance, see Park 2001 and forthcoming. For its
computational implementation, see Lee & Park 2001.
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(20) Six Attributes
a. PHON
• phonological/morphological form
• concatenates a word to a stream of words
b. CAT
• has categorial information
• such as S, NP, S\NP, and so on
c. AGR
• agreement feature
• index, type, gender, and number
d. TRANS
• semantic interpretation
• based on Montagovian semantics
e. NPS (NP Index Store)
• something Hke a Cooper-storage
• has indices of NPs including pronouns and their antecedents
f. SLASH
• similar to that of HPSG, except that it deals with pronouns
• necessary to deal with crossover phenomena
Here, note that NPS (NP Index Store) substitutes for Chierchia's LPS (Local Pro-
noun Store). As you can see in the analyses in (17) and (18), the LPS is empty in
the S nodes. Chierchia's LPS is LOCAL in the sense that the indexes in the LPS are
available only within the minimal S domain. But, this raises problems in explain-
ing Korean data. If [+refl] cannot be percolated up beyond the S node, cakicasin in
sentence (6) and caki in sentence (3) cannot be explained. Therefore, we will use
NPS instead of LPS in this paper, in the sense that the store is not local, i.e., not
strictly limited into the minimal S domain.
The FUNCTIONAL APPLICATION on the CAT values triggers operations on TRANS
and NPS values, and all the reflexives are resolved by these operations. In (19),
AGR and SLASH are in parentheses, because the values for these two attributes
will be omitted from the actual representations.
In the CCG-like system, the index types of NPs are classified as in (21), and
this information is put into the FT specification of each NP.
(21) Three Index Types of NPs'^
a-
"Kname]: propcr nouns
b- n (^refii • reflexives
c. n [+proni : pronominals
Following this change, the agreement checking algorithm in (14) has to be revised
as in (22).
'^ In addition to those three types, we can add n,^„„„„| for COMMON NOUNS and ny^„^^^ for mass nouns. But
they are not included here for convenience.
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(22) Agreement between Antecedent and Pronouns
a. FT(n) = FT(m): The features associated with n are nondistinct from
those associated with m.
b. rn •>
FT(n) = type
gndr
LnmbrJ
For example, the FTs of the three different NPs Chelsoo, caki, and ku are repre-
sented as follows.
(23)
FT(7) =
Chelsoo,
r 1 ^
-i-name
male
. 3 J
FT(2) =
cakii
r 2\
+refl
[ ]
. 3 .
FT(i) =
ku3
r 3 -^
+pron
male
^ 3 .
Note that the gender information of caki is underspecified. This underspecification
reflects the fact that caki can refer to either a male entity, Chelsoo, or a female en-
tity, Younghee, as in (3).
For the complementizer -ko, we will suppose that the avop of this lexical
item is that of (24).
(24) avop for -ko
<ko, S'\S, A0(<^), NPS:0, SLASH:0>
The last step in the reflexive resolution algorithms is to revise Chierchia's
algorithms in (16) so that Korean reflexives can be analysed properly. Example
(25) shows the reflexive resolution algorithms after this revision. Step (16c) is
eliminated, because we will not use this category combinatorics rule.
(25) Reflexive Resolution Algorithms in Korean
a. NP + (S\NP„)\NP => S\NP„
1 2
conditions:(i) NPS(O) n NPS(l) = noncoreference
(ii) SLASH(2) n (NPS(O) u NPS(2)) = crossover
(iii) NPS(2)=NPS(0)uNPS(l) NPS-percolation
(iv) SLASH(2) = SLASH(O) u SLASH( 1
)
slash-percolation
b. NP„ + S\NP„ => S
conditions:(i) SLASH(2) n (NPS( 1 ) u NPS(2)) = crossover
(ii) NPS(2) = NPS(O) u NPS( 1
)
NPS-percolation
(iii) SLASH(2) = SLASH(O) u SLASH( 1 ) slash-percolation
c. Reflexives
(i)
n 1+reni e NPS ni NPS
(ii)
(iii)
conditions:
translation:
(a) A = S\NP
(b) FT(A) = FT{n)
Ax„ [A\x„)]
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There are three changes in (25) compared with the algorithms in (16). First, the
head position is swapped. NP follows TV in (16), whereas it precedes (S\NP„)\NP
(=TV) in (25a). This is the result of head parameters. Note that Enghsh is a head-
initial language, but that Korean is a head-final one. Second, we have the category
(S\NP„)\NP instead of TV. This is just for notational convenience. Third, the con-
ditions in (16bi) and (16biv) are deleted in (25b). These deletions are necessary in
order to permit the nonlocal readings.
4.2. An analysis of cakicasin in the CCG-like system
In order to account for the syntactic behaviors of cakicasin in the CCG-like sys-
tem, it is necessary to view binding theories from a little different point of view.
Instead of defining the Binding Domain (or GC) for cakicasin configurationally,
we may say that property of this reflexive can be characterized as in (26).
(26) Characteristics of ca^/ca.sm
The reflexive cakicasin refers to the closest antecedent in the NPS store
whose person and number information is compatible with that of caki-
casin, whether its antecedent is located within the minimal S domain or
outside of it.
That is, rather than saying that cakicasin must be bound within a certain syntactic
domain, we define this reflexive as resolved with the closest antecedent in
THE NPS STORE. If the index for a reflexive is k and we have two possible antece-
dent indexes i and j in the NPS store, NP, is selected as an antecedent for the re-
flexive NP^ iff \k-i\<\k-j\. Since we do not need to define the syntactic domain for
cakicasin, resolution algorithms are naturally Fl-based. The feature [+refl] is
instantiated as a lexical feature of cakicasin, and this feature is percolated up
until it meets a suitable antecedent. When this feature meets an antecedent, it is
SEMANTICALLY INTERPRETED with that of the antecedent. Resolution algorithms
for Korean reflexives are enumerated in (25). In addition to them, the CCG-like
system has one more operation, which is called the reflexive-antecedent pairing
algorithm, in order to handle Korean reflexives properly. This algorithm makes a
reflexive and its antecedent a pair. For example, for the two sentences (3) and (4),
we may assume the reflexive-antecedent pairs in (27) and (28) respectively.
{3>)ChelsoOi-nun [Younghee^-ka cakiy^lul salangha-n-ta-ko]
Chelsoo.TOP Younghee.NOM self.ACC love.PRES.DECL.COMP
sayngkakha-n-ta.
think.PRES.DECL
a. 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves him.'
b. 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves herself.'
(4) Chelsooi-nun [Youngheej-ka cakicasin*y^-ul salangha-n-ta-ko]
Chelsoo.TOP Younghee.NOM self.ACC love.PRES.DECL.COMP
sayngkakha-n-ta.
think.PRES.DECL
a. * 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves him.'
b. 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves herself.'
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(27) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (3)
a. caki-lul = Chelsoo-nun
b. caki-lul = Younghee-ka
(28) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (4)
a. cakicasin-ul = Younghee-ka
The analyses for these sentences proceed according to these reflexive-antecedent
pairs. That is, the reflexive-antecedent pairs in (27) say that we have two possible
cases for caki resolution. In the first case, i.e., (27a), caki is resolved with Chel-
soo-nun, which results in the long-distance reading. In the second case, i.e., (27b),
caki is resolved with Younghee-ka, which results in the sentence-bound reading. In
(28), however, we have only one case for cakicasin, and this reflexive is resolved
with only Younghee-ka, which is the sentence-bound reading.
Two naturally-raised questions are (i) how we state the reflexive-antecedent
pairing algorithm, and (ii) how we can compute reflexive-antecedent pairs for each
reflexive correctly, i.e., how we distinguish cakicasin from caki. For the first
question, the intended reflexive-antecedent pairing algorithm can be stated as in
(29).
(29) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairing Algorithm
For the reflexive r and all the potential antecedents a, make a pair 'r =
a' if FT(r) = FT(a).
According to this algorithm, the reflexive-antecedent pairs for (3) and (4) are cal-
culated as in (30) and (31).
(30) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (3) (Tentative)
a. caki-lul = Chelsoo-nun
b. caki-lul = Younghee-ka
(3 1
)
Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (4) (Tentative)
a. cakicasin-ul = Chelsoo-nun
b. cakicasin-ul - Younghee-ka
Note that (27) and (30) are identical. That is, we get desirable results for the re-
flexive caki. But, (31) is different from (28). Example (31) has two cases under
which cakicasin is resolved with its antecedent, whereas (28) has only one case.
Then, how can we get the correct result, (28), from (31)? The answer is simple.
The lexical characteristics of cakicasin in (26) play a role at this stage, and (28a) is
deleted from the candidates, as in (32).
(26) Characteristics of cafocai'm
The reflexive cakicasin refers to the closest antecedent in the NPS store
whose person and number information is compatible with that of caki-
casin, whether its antecedent is located within the minimal S domain or
outside of it.
(32) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (4) (Final)
a. cakicasin ul = Chclsoo nun
b. cakicasin-ul = Younghee-ka
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Now, note that (32) is identical with (28). We get desirable results, (30) and (32),
which are the same as (27) and (28) respectively. Since we say that the analyses
proceed following these reflexive-antecedent pairs, we reach the correct results:
caki in (3) can refer to either Chelsoo or Younghee, but cakicasin in (4) refers to
only Younghee.
Now that we have all the necessary algorithms, let us take the three sentences
(2), (4), and (6), and see how cakicasin is resolved in each case. First, sentence
(2).
(2) ChelsoOi-ka cakicasin^ul salangha-n-ta.
Chelsoo.NOM self.ACC love.PRES.DECL
'Chelsoo loves himself.'
The only possible antecedent for cakicasin is Chelsoo, and person and number in-
formation of the former is compatible with that of the latter. Following the algo-
rithm in (29), the reflexive-antecedent pair for this sentence is calculated as in
(33).
(33) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (2)
cakicasin-ul = Chelsoo-ka
According to this reflexive-antecedent pair, sentence (2) is analyzed as in (34)
overleaf.'^
After cakicasin-ul and salangha-n-ta are combined, the Reflexive Rule in (25c) is
applied to the S\NP, node. By (25ci), the [+refl] index, 2„ef,, is erased from the
NPS of this node. Because this category is S\NP and FT(S\NP) = FT(NP), the two
conditions in (25cii) are satisfied. By (25ciii), the semantic interpretation of this
node is changed from love'ix;) to Xx2[love'(x2,X2)], where A' is /ov^X-'^i)-''* After
Chelsoo-ka combines with cakicasin-ul salangha-n-ta, cakicasin is resolved with
Chelsoo, resulting in love\c,c) from hc2[love'{x2,X2)]ic) by A-conversion.
Next, let us go to the next sentence, sentence (4). Example (35) is an anno-
tated form of (4), where bracketed superscripted numbers stand for
phonological/morphological forms of each lexical item.
(35) ^^^Chelsoo^-nun [^'^^Younghee^^-ka ^\akicasin,yj-ul
Chelsoo.TOP Younghee.NOM self.ACC
^'^^salangha-n-ta-ko] ^^^sayngkakha-n-ta.
love.PRESDECL.COMP think.PRES.DECL
a. * 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves him.'
b. 'Chelsoo thinks that Younghee loves herself.'
" Analysis o1 caki in sentence (1) is similar to (34), except that caki-lul substitutes for cakicasin-ul in (34).
For detailed analysis see Lee 2002a.
'* Note that Ajc^llove'ix^jc,)] is equal to Ax,l/ove''(j:.,)(-'^;)l. by relational notation. For this convention, see
Dowty, Wall, & Peters (1981 :164).
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By the algorithm in (29), we have the reflexive-antecedent pairs in (31). But, ow-
ing to the lexical characteristics of cakicasin in (26), (31a) is erased from the set,
and we get the final result in (32).
(31) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (4) (Tentative)
a. cakicasin-ul = Chelsoo-min
b. cakicasin-ul = Younghee-ka
(32) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (4) (Final)
a. cakicasin ul = Chclsoo nun
b. cakicasin-ul = Younghee-ka
Following this reflexive-antecedent pair, sentence (4) is analyzed as in (36)
above."
Note that the analysis (36a) is not allowed. The analyses in (36) DO exactly match
with the reflexive-antecedent pairs in (32). The analysis in (36a) corresponds to
the reflexive-antecedent pair in (32a), and that of (36b) to the pair in (32b). Since
(36a) is prohibited, only (36b) is a possible analysis for the sentence (4).
Now, let us go to the final sentence, (6), which raises a problem. (37) is the
annotated form of sentence (6).
(37) ^^^Chelsoo,-nun [^~^cakicasini-i ^^^ttokttokha-ta-^%o]
Chelsoo.TOP self.NOM be smart.DECL.COMP
^^^sayngkakha-n-ta.
think.PRES.DECL
'Chelsoo thinks that he is smart.'
Because Chelsoo is the only possible antecedent for cakicasin, we get only one
pair of reflexive-antecedent relations in (38), which is calculated by the reflexive-
antecedent pairing algorithm in (29).
(38) Reflexive-Antecedent Pairs for Sentence (6)
cakicasin-ul = Chelsoo-nun
According to this reflexive-antecedent pair, analysis for sentence (6) proceeds as
in (39) above.'"
Note that the analysis in (39) is similar to that of (34). The only difference is that
the antecedent Chelsoo is located within the same minimal S domain in (34)
whereas it is located outside of the minimal S domain in (39). Because reflexive
resolution algorithms in the CCG-like system are insensitive to configurationally-
defined syntactic domains, the [+refl] feature can be percolated up beyond the
lower S node until it meets a suitable antecedent, Chelsoo.
'^ Analyses of sentence (3) are similar to those given in (36a-b) with the following two differences. The
first one is a lexical difference. That is, cakicasin-ul must be replaced with caki-lul. The second, and the
most important, difference is that the analysis in (36a), which is prohibited for cakicasin, is perfect in the
analyses for caki. Not only is (36a) allowed, but also it is preferred, as numeric rankings indicate. For de-
tailed analyses of caki, see Lee 2002a. For comparison of caki and cakicasin, see Lee 2002b.
"" The analysis of caki in sentence (5) is similar to that given in (39), except that caki-ka substitutes for
cakicasin-i in (39).
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The analyses in (34), (36), and (39) demonstrate that syntactic distributions
of cakicasin in the three sentences, (2), (4), and (6), are successfully explained
with the reflexive resolution algorithms in the CCG-like system. Especially, it is
desirable that cakicasin is implemented by the same resolution mechanisms in all
three cases, by the Reflexive Rule and by Resolution by A-conversion. This is pos-
sible because reflexive resolution algorithms in the CCG-like system take basi-
cally an Fl-approach, i.e., feature instantiation and its semantic interpretation.
5. Advantage of the CCG-like system
Two criteria for evaluating computational algorithms are time complexity and
space complexity. Time complexity refers to how much time it takes to run a pro-
gram. The less time it takes, the better it is. Space complexity refers to how much
space is necessary to run a program. The less space it takes up, the better program
it is.
As discussed in Section 2, we have two types of Binding theories: DA-
accounts and Fl-accounts. The syntactic distributions of cakicasin in (2), (4), and
(6) demonstrate that it takes a nonlocal antecedent sometimes, though it has a
sentence-bound reading in most cases. As said in Section 2, this characteristic
property of cakicasin raises some problems for traditional DA-type implementa-
tions, because constructing and traversing tree structures require much computa-
tional cost in the implementations.
The approach that this paper takes is basically an Fl-approach. The most im-
portant advantage of this approach is that we can save much time and memory
space in implementations, improving computational efficiency. As discussed in
Section 2, if we would implement resolution algorithms of cakicasin based on the
DA-approaches, we would have to define the Binding Domain configurationally.
Accordingly, additional algorithms would be necessary for defining the domain in
addition to the resolution algorithm itself. Since the domains are configurationally
defined in the tree structures, we need additional time and space for constructing
and traversing those tree structures. Consequently, implementations of resolution
algorithms of cakicasin within the DA-approaches require much time and space
complexity. Resolution algorithms developed in this paper are based on feature
instantiation and its semantic interpretations, rather than syntactic configurations.
Consequently, Binding Domains need not be defined configurationally. Accord-
ingly, it is not necessary to construct and maintain all the tree structures in the
memory space. Also, since we have no tree structure in the memory space, we do
not need to traverse the tree structures. Therefore, we can save much processing
time that is required for the DA-type implementations.
There are two more things that reduce time and space complexity. First, in
the system developed in this paper, after the avop values of the mother node are
calculated based on the values of the two component nodes, avops of the compo-
nents are deleted from the memory space. When this result avop meets another
avop, we have the same calculation procedures recursively. Consequently, only
three avop spaces are enough for the processing a sentence, two for component
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nodes and one for the result node. Along with this technique, we are able to be in-
sensitive to the length of input sentences. That is, no matter how many input
strings we have, only three avop spaces are necessary. The algorithms utilize these
three avop spaces recursively. If we would implement the resolution algorithms
with the DA-style approaches, the more input strings we have, the more memory
space would be necessary. The reason is that, in those approaches, we need to
store all the tree structures in the memory spaces. Secondly, because functional
categories are not used in the CCG-like system, we do not need to waste much
time and space that are required for handling those functional categories. Conclu-
sively, the algorithms developed in this paper are faster and more efficient than the
DA-based algorithms.
The second advantage is that we have unified reflexive resolution algorithms
for cakicasin. As analyses in (36), (36), and (39) demonstrate, we can implement
cakicasin with the same resolution mechanisms, i.e., by [+refl] instantiation. Re-
flexive Rule, and Resolution by A-conversion. This result is desirable since we
have unified resolution algorithms for one lexical item.
Another advantage is that we can easily capture similarities and differences
of caki and cakicasin in the computational implementations. The two reflexives
are similar in that they are resolved with the same series of resolution algorithms,
i.e., the Reflexive Rule and Resolution by A-conversion. Their differences are
properly captured by different reflexive-antecedent pairs. These differences be-
tween caki and cakicasin come from lexical characteristics of cakicasin, which are
mentioned in (26). Different analyses that come from different reflexive-
antecedent pairs between caki and cakicasin are natural results, rather than stipu-
lations.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have examined the syntactic distributions of the Korean reflexive
cakicasin, and developed computational algorithms that resolve this reflexive. We
observed that implementing syntactic distributions of this reflexive by DA-type
accounts requires additional computational complexity in constructing and defining
the syntactic domain configurationally.
The resolution algorithms that this paper uses take basically an Fl-approach.
The feature [+refl] is instantiated as a feature of cakicasin, and this feature is per-
colated up until it meets a suitable antecedent. When it meets an antecedent, this
feature is charged out and semantically interpreted with that of the antecedent.
Analyses in (34), (36), and (39) demonstrate that cakicasin is resolved with unified
resolution algorithms, i.e., by the Reflexive Rule and Resolution by A-conversion,
whether the antecedent is within the minimal S domain or outside of it. We also
found that caki and cakicasin, whose differences derived from reflexive-
antecedent pairs, are resolved with the same mechanisms.
In sum, this paper provides unified resolution algorithms for the Korean re-
flexive cakicasin, whose syntactic distributions raised some problems in imple-
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mentation. I hope this paper can give us an opportunity to understand characteris-
tics of reflexives.
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AN ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS TO THE TEMPORAL ADVERBIAL
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This paper aims to point out a defect in Eng (1987)'s analysis of the
temporal w/?e«-clause in English and to present an alternative analysis
that better captures the correct interpretation of the w/j^AT-clause. To be-
gin with, the paper first examines Eng's theory of anchoring conditions
for tense as extended to analyze temporal adjunct clauses. It will be
shown that although En9's hypothesis seems to work in certain in-
stances of w/z^n-clause, there exist cases in which En9's predictions
fail. The paper thus attempts to provide an alternative analysis to the
temporal adjunct M'/zf/j-clause, which can solve problems arising from
En^'s theory. Moreover, the proposed analysis is applicable to the in-
terpretation of other temporal adverbial clauses, such as i»e/ore-clauses
and a/rer-clauses as well. It should be noted that while constructing a
new way to analyze temporal adjunct clauses, the paper assumes En9's
treatment of tenses as referential expressions that must be anchored as
well as her insight that interpretations of tenses are derived from their
syntactic properties.
1. En^'s analysis of the temporal adverbial H'/ie/i -clause and its
shortcomings
First of all, instead of viewing tense as a sentential operator, En9 believes that
tense, similarly to a nominal expression, is referential in lature. Owing to the de-
pendent property of tense, she proposes the Anchoring Principle, stating that each
tense must be anchored. Furthermore, En9 stipulates the following anchoring con-
ditions.
( 1 ) a. Tense is anchored if it is bound in its governing category, or if its
local Comp is anchored. Otherwise, it is unanchored.
b. If Comp has a governing category, it is anchored if and only if it is
bound within its governing category.
c. If Comp does not have a governing category, it is anchored if and
only if it denotes the speech time.
En9's work is intended to tackle the interpretation of tense in an embedded
clause. She also claims that her theory makes correct predictions with regard to
*
I would like to thank Peter Lasersohn for extensive and helpful discussion on earlier drafts and James
Yoon for insightful comments on the syntactic aspect of this paper.
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tenses in temporal clausal adjuncts as well. As an illustration, En? provides an
analysis of the sentence below. (En? 1987:655)
(2) John visited his aunt when he was in London.
According to the theory of tense anchoring, the adjunct tense cannot be
bound in its governing category by the matrix tense. This is because the latter is
not high enough to be a possible antecedent; the matrix tense does not c-command
the lower tense'. Hence, the adjunct tense can only be anchored through its local
Comp. Since the local Comp has no governing category, it denotes the speech
time. This suggests that the adjunct tense is not related to the matrix tense by an-
choring, and the interpretation of the tense in the adjunct clause is independent of
that in the matrix. En§ further asserts that the adjunct denotes the interval provided
by its tense, and that the tense shares its second index with the matrix tense, as-
suming that every temporal expression carries a pair of indices. It can be seen that
the relation between the matrix tense and the adjunct tense is established by means
of a coreferential second index. The denotation of double indexing concerning
temporal adjuncts is as follows.
(3) For a<j j> and |3<k i>, if j=l and P<k |>is interpreted before a^ j>, then lal
Eng says that the order of the interpretation of temporal expressions is ac-
cording to the syntax. As a result, the adjunct tense, which is, according to En?,
interpreted first, serves as the antecedent of the matrix tense in a sense. The inter-
val denoted by the matrix tense is also contained in the interval denoted by the
adjunct tense. Given sentence (2), the interval in which John is in London is inter-
preted before the interval in which he visits his aunt, and the time of visiting is in-
cluded in the time of his being in London.
Nevertheless, En§'s analysis cannot be applied to sentences with will under
the tense node (I) in the matrix clause and present tense in the temporal adjunct
clause Hke the following.
(4) I will have three grandchildren when I am 64.
En9's analysis poses a major problem because the tense in the when-c\ause,
which is considered the antecedent of tense in the matrix clause, is a present tense
denoting the speech time. The predicted interpretation is inaccurate when the ma-
trix tense depends on the adjunct tense for its denotation. The time of having three
grandchildren, which intuitively comes after the speech time, has to be included in
the time of being 64, which is in the present, meaning the same as the speech time.
The outcome is then contradictory and incoherent.
Another problem emerging from Eng's proposal concerns inclusion, as En?
herself has noticed in her paper. When-clauses do not always involve inclusion of
the time in the matrix. The sentence below reveals this fact.
(5) Sue will go to bed when her father comes home.
' En? assumes that the temporal adjunct clause is a sister of I'. However, Professor James Yoon has pointed
out that it can be that clauses headed by when are generated under VP.
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It can be observed that the time of Sue's going to bed is not included in the
time of her father's coming home. The meaning expressed is rather that Sue's go-
ing to bed happens approximately at the same time as her father's coming home.
2. An alternative analysis
Following En9 (1987), 1 adopt the idea that tenses are referential expressions, and
hence have to bear temporal indices; the interval denoted by tense according to its
temporal index functions as a temporal argument of a verb. I also agree that the
syntactic structure plays an important role in determining interpretations of tenses.
However, in contrast to Enq, I assume that tense in the temporal adverbial when-
clause is interpreted with respect to tense in the main clause.' That is, the matrix
tense in a sense functions as the antecedent for the adjunct tense. This idea goes in
line with Ogihara (1996)'s. He states that tense in a temporal adverbial clause is
embedded in the scope of its matrix clause tense. Even though for Ogihara, his
claim that the interpretation of tenses in temporal adjunct clauses is based on
tenses in matrix clauses is made in favor of SOT (sequence of tense) phenomena,
the Japanese data provided can be viewed as supportive of the new analysis to be
explored.^ Following are Ogihara' s examples from Japanese which only deal with
the temporal adverbial Z?e/bre-clauses and q/rer-clauses. (Ogihara 1996:181)
(6) a. Taroo-wa [Hanako-ni au mae-ni] denwa-o si-ta.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-PRES before phone-ACC do-PAST
'Taro called Hanako before he saw her.'
b. Taroo-wa [Hanako-ni at-ta ato-de] denwa-o si-ta.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-PAST after phone-ACC do-PAST
'Taro called Hanako after he saw her.'
c. Taroo-wa [Hanako-ni au mae-ni] denwa-o su-ru.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-PRES before phone-ACC do-PRES
'Taro will call Hanako before he sees her.'
d. Taroo-wa [Hanako-ni at-ta ato-de] denwa-o su-ru.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-PAST after phone-ACC do-PRES
'Taro will call Hanako after he sees her.'
The data show that tense in the before-c\^.\xst is constantly present while the
only tense allowed in the q//er-clause is past tense. It is unlikely that present tense
in fce/ore-clauses and past tense in a/rer-clauses invariably denote an interval in
^ I do not think that this assertion can in any way apply to non-clausal temporal adverbs such as yesterday,
this morning and the like. It seems to me that intuitively, these adverbs serve as indicators for locating in-
tervals denoted by tenses at some specific time. The matter of how the interpretation of non-clausal tempo-
ral adverbs can be achieved is not in the scope of this paper.
' Like Ogihara, I think that the interpretation of tenses in temporal adverbial clauses is carried out in the
same manner for both English and Japanese. Thus, instead of treating an adjunct tense in Japanese as de-
pending on its matrix tense, while assuming that an adjunct tense in English is interpreted independently, I
suggest that for both English and Japanese an adjunct tense rely on its matrix tense in order to be correctly
interpreted. Professor Yoon has, nevertheless, suggested that the interpretations of tense in Japanese are
derived from ato and mae
,
which are nominal in nature and are deictic, not from the verb morphology.
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the present time and an interval in the past, respectively. The data suggest that the
denotation of tense in a temporal adverbial clause relies on the interpretation of its
matrix tense in some way.
In order to account for the semantics of the temporal adverbial when-c\a\isQ,
I adopt Stump (1985:127)'s proposal in which the English subordinating conjunc-
tions before, after, when, and while are classified as basic expressions of the cate-
gory TSC.
(7) Category Description Basic expressions
TSC the basic category of before, after, when, while
temporal subordinating
conjunctions
Assuming the analysis of tense as a temporal predicate. Stump stipulates that
temporal adverbial clauses headed by conjunctions in the TSC category have ei-
ther the temporal predicate NONPAST or PAST, with a condition that NONPAST
is exclusive to temporal adverbial clauses only; it cannot occur in main clauses. I,
however, will not follow Stump's analysis of temporal predicates to explain tem-
poral adjunct clauses. It is puzzling to a certain degree to have the temporal predi-
cate NONPAST simply apply to tenses in temporal adverbial clauses. In addition,
as Stump points out, the rules he proposes allow a number of ungrammatical sen-
tences like the following to be generated and more explanations are needed in or-
der to rule out these types of sentences. (Stump 1985:144)
(8) a. *John will leave when Mary arrived.
b. *John left after Mary is singing.
c. *John will leave after Mary arrived.
d. *John left before Mary arrives.
e. *John will leave when Mary will arrive.
On the contrary, I will continue to assume Enf's treatment of tenses as tem-
poral indices and her view of a tense as denoting an interval that relates to an in-
terval its local Comp denotes. According to En9 (1987)'s, the definitions of past
tense and present tense are as follows.
(9) a. Where a is a past tense, (3 is a Comp with a temporal index, and (3 is
the local Comp of a, I a]] is an interval T such that every moment t
in T precedes every moment r' in I pi.
b. Where a is a present tense, P is a Comp with a temporal index, and P
is the local Comp of a, lal is an interval T such that T = Ipl.
Since En9's theory does not address the interpretation of the modal will fol-
lowed by a base verb, the definition of such sequence must be stated in order to
tackle the problems occurring from En^'s analysis of the w/ze«-clause. It has been
proposed that English has two tenses, namely past and present (e.g., Ogihara 1996,
Smith 1978). Hence, treating will as denoting future tense seems to be out of
place. In fact. Smith (1978:49) gives strong arguments against treating will as a
tense.
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(10) a. Will can occur with Present and Past as well as Future sentences.
(i) The store will have your book by now.
(ii) The documents will have arrived last week.
b. Will is not the only predictive form that appears in Future. There is
no reason to give it a status different from may, for instance.
c. Will and other modals occur with present and past tense.
Following that idea, the sequence will and a base verb can be considered pre-
sent tense. However, it is obvious that an interval denoted by will + infinitive takes
place after an interval denoting the speech time, whereas the simple present tense
and the speech time share the same interval. In order to capture the discrepancies
between the present tense with will and the simple present tense in this framework,
it can be stipulated that the modal will forces an interval denoted by present tense
to occur after that denoted by its local Comp. The definition of will is stated be-
low.
(11) The definition of will
a. Will is a present tense with a temporal index PRESENT.
b. Where a is a modal will, (3 is a Comp with a temporal index, and P is
a Comp of a, lal is an interval T such that every moment t in T
follows every moment r' in 1(31.
Moreover, indexation will be used to indicate that two intervals are simulta-
neous or of different time. Hence, tenses with temporal indices such as PRESENT
or PAST will be coindexed if the intervals they denote occur approximately at the
same time; they will carry the same additional index (i, j, or k). Introducing a new
index helps to pinpoint the occurrences of two intervals, to see whether they are
simultaneous or not, while having an index PRESENT or PAST is simply to locate
an interval a tense denote as compared to an interval denoted by its local Comp.
With an additional index, it is clear whether two intervals or part of them belong to
the same interval. That is, two intervals share the same index if they overlap.
(12) For a, and Pj such that a and P are tenses or Comps, and i=j, there is an
interval lyl such that lyj c la]] and Cyl c Ip]].
The translation of when under this analysis is ^P ^Q St, 3tj [P(t,) A Q(tj) A
i=j] where tj and tj are intervals that overlap, and P and Q are verbs. It can be seen
that when requires two intervals denoted by tenses and serving as arguments of
verbs to be simultaneous. Next, in order to capture the dependency of the temporal
adjunct tense on the matrix clause tense, I set forth the following stipulations.
(13) Condition for temporal adverbial clauses
TSC obtains its temporal index, PAST or PRESENT, from the immedi-
ately m-commanding I.
It follows from these conditions that TSC, which is in the local Comp posi-
tion of an adjunct clause, will share the same index with its immediately m-
commanding I. Furthermore, a constraint on temporal adverbial clauses must also
be stated.
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(14) Constraint on temporal adverbial clauses
A temporal index of an adjunct tense must be the same as that of its lo-
cal Comp, that is, TSC.
Consequently, tense is anchored through its local Comp in this way, in ac-
cordance with the Anchoring Principle proposed by En^ saying that tense must be
anchored. Nonetheless, an extra condition must be added to the Anchoring Condi-
tions.
(15) Additional Anchoring Condition
If Comp does not have a governing category, it is anchored if and only
if it shares the same temporal index with its m-commanding I.
As an illustration, the analysis proposed here can apply to sentence (5), Sue
will go to bed when her father comes home. The I of the matrix clause dominates
will, and it has the temporal index PRESENT and an additional index k. Since the
modal will constrains the interval denoted by the present tense to follow the inter-
val the local Comp denotes, the two intervals do not take place at the same time.
They thus have different indices. While the present tense with will has the index
PRESENT.k its local Comp, which denotes the speech time, has a different index j
(where j ^ k), showing that the two intervals do not overlap. The interval the pre-
sent tense with will denotes takes place after the speech time. Next, the TSC when
receives its PRESENT,k tense index from I, which immediately m-commands it;
the first maximal projection of I with the PRESENT,k index dominates the TSC
when. The adjunct tense in I will also have the PRESENT,k index, following the
constraint proposed for temporal adjunct clauses. Hence, it can be seen that tenses
in both the matrix clause and the adjunct clause denote overlapping intervals that
come after the speech time, meaning the two eventualities simultaneously take
place. This interpretation seems to go along well with the intuition. Presented be-
low is the tree diagram for sentence (5) Sue will go to bed when herfather comes
home. Following Eng, a temporal adjunct headed by when is generated as a sister
of r. This makes sense because a temporal adjunct clause modifies a time in
which another event takes place, and, as an adjunct, it is a daughter of an T-
projection.
(16)
will go to bed TSCpRfs,, IP
when NP I"
her father I p^pst. VP
come home
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Regarding the morphological restriction which prevents the occurrence of
the modal will in adjunct clauses, Hornstein (1977), in light of Heinamaki (1974),
stipulates that temporal conjunctions do not allow epistemic modals in the second
clause. The following sentence is thus unacceptable.
(17) * I will have three grandchildren when I will be 64.
Taking the proposed analysis into consideration, the problem posed by En9's
is then solved. It is also noticeable that the present analysis not only eliminates the
need for matrix tense and adjunct tense to share a second index, it also removes
the problem of inclusion mentioned before. Instead, matrix clause tenses and ad-
junct clause tenses are related through their syntactic relation, in particular through
relation of tenses and TSCs. The semantics of the when-c\ausQ can be thus de-
scribed.
Following is the truth condition of a sentence containing the temporal adver-
bial when-clause.
(18) Truth condition for w/?en-clauses
Where (p and \j/ are sentences, cp when \\f is true at an interval i if and
only if
1
)
(pis true at an interval j denoted by its tense, and
2) V|/ is true at an interval k denoted by its tense, and
3) the interval i is included in both interval j and interval k.
For instance, for sentence (5) to be true, both the incident of Sue's going to
bed and her father's coming home must be simultaneously true at an interval. This
captures the intuition that eventualities in the two clauses, the matrix and the
when-clause, take place at the same time.
3. An account of English morphology in temporal adverbial when-clauses
In light of the analysis proposed, the morphological facts of English displayed in
temporal adverbial clauses become understandable. Since in English, the temporal
index of an adverbial clause is the same as its local Comp and the matrix clause
tense, it can follow that surface tenses in both clauses necessarily go hand in hand.
For example, if the matrix tense is in present, the adjunct tense must also be in
present. Likewise, when the matrix clause has past tense, the adjunct tense must be
in the past as well. As mentioned before, the discrepancy between the matrix
clause and the adjunct clause regarding the presence of will is due to a language-
specific fact of English. Moreover, the choice of the present tense morpheme in
the when-c\ausQ in such cases follows from the fact that the lower I denotes the
present tense as it receives the PRESENT index from the matrix I. The acceptabil-
ity versus the unacceptability of the following sentences reveals that the analysis
of adjunct tenses as depending on matrix tenses seems to yield accurate predic-
tions.
(19) a. Pat opens the umbrella when it rains.''
* The analysis here does not concern the habitual reading of the present tense.
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b. Pat opened the umbrella when it rained.
c. Pat will open the umbrella when it rains.
d. *Pat opens the umbrella when it rained.
e. *Pat opened the umbrella when it rains.
f. *Pat will open the umbrella when it rained.
Sentences (19d) to (19f) are ungrammatical because of morphological
clashes. To begin with, as mentioned above, the temporal index a tense bears plays
a role in determining the denotation of that tense, and the constraint on temporal
adverbial clauses requires that the temporal index of tense in an adjunct clause be
identical to its local Comp. Therefore, it can be derived that in (19d), the tense in
the when-c\ause receives the index PRESENT from its local Comp, the TSC when,
which gets the temporal index from the m-commanding I in the upper clause. The
tense in the when-clause is, therefore, interpreted as denoting an interval in the
present time. Nonetheless, it carries the past tense morpheme -ed, yielding dis-
agreement between the interpretation and tense morphology. The sentence is thus
unacceptable.
Likewise, (19e) shows another morphological conflict. Tense in the adver-
bial adjunct is interpreted as designating a past interval, and is supposed to have a
past tense morpheme. However, the sentence is uninterpretable, since the adjunct
tense appears with the present tense morpheme. As for (19f), the same reasoning
applies. The sentence is ungrammatical due to the fact that the past tense mor-
pheme appears where the present time interpretation is sought. Again, a morpho-
logical disagreement takes place.
It can be concluded that acceptable English sentences with temporal adver-
bial clauses like those in (19a) to (19c) reveal an isomorphic relation between ma-
trix tenses and adjunct tenses, and also an agreement with regard to tense inter-
pretation and tense morpheme. As having been shown, the proposed analysis gives
correct predictions for acceptable and unacceptable sentences in English as well as
successfully accounting for phenomena involving English tense morphology in
temporal adverbial clauses.
4. Application to before-clauses and after-clauses
The analysis of the temporal adverbial when-clansQ presented in this paper can be
extended to capture the semantics of other temporal adverbial clauses, including
before-clauscs and after-clauses. First of all. before can be translated as XP XQ Btj
atj [P(t,) A Q(tj) A t,<tj], whereas after translates as IP XQ 3t, 3tj [P(t,) A Q(tj) A
tj<ti], where P and Q are verbs, and t, is an interval functioning as an argument of
the first verb, whereas tj is an interval functioning as an argument of the second
verb. Furthermore, as previously assumed, tense, being a referential expression,
must be anchored, according to En9's Anchoring Principle. As suggested under
the proposed analysis, tense in a temporal adjunct clause is dependent on tense in a
matrix clause for its interpretation. How this dependency is carried out has already
been presented. The outcome is that the matrix tense and the adjunct tense share
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their temporal index. This, I assume, is also applied to before-clauses and after-
clauses as to be illustrated henceforth.
The sentences in (20) can be used to support the idea that tenses in adverbial
before-clauses and q/r^r-clauses have to be related to those in main clauses in or-
der to be interpretable. Apart from forbidding the use of modal auxiliary in tempo-
ral adjunct clauses, thus not allowing the occurrence of will, the English language
also has a constraint that tense morphemes must correspond to the interpretations
of tenses. Otherwise morphological clashes will arise, making sentences unaccept-
able as seen in examples in (21).
(20) a. John fed the cat before Mary arrived.
b. John fed the cat after Mary arrived.
c. John feeds the cat before Mary arrives.
d. John feeds the cat after Mary arrives.
e. John will feed the cat before Mary arrives.
f. John will feed the cat after Mary arrives.
(21) a. *John fed the cat before Mary arrives.
b. *John fed the cat after Mary arrives.
c. *John feeds the cat before Mary arrived.
d. *John feeds the cat after Mary arrived.
e. *John will feed the cat before Mary arrived.
f. *John will feed the cat after Mary arrived.
It is worth noticing that in Japanese, there exists no restriction that forces
tense morphemes to match with tense denotations. As seen in example (6) above,
tense in the before-clause is unchangeably present while that in the a/rer-clause is
consistently past. This characteristic of tenses in before-clauses and a/rer-clauses
in Japanese can be attributed to the lexical properties of before and after that toler-
ate no other tense than present and past, respectively. If a tense morpheme in a
temporal adverbial clause were to alter to be in accordance with the tense inter-
pretation, the sentence would be ungrammatical. The examples below are from
Ogihara(1996: 181-182).
(22) a. *Taroo-wa [Hanako-ni at-ta mae-ni] denwa-o si-ta.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-PAST before phone-ACC do-PAST
[Intended] Taro called Hanako before he saw her.'
b. Taroo-wa [Hanako-ni au mae-ni] denwa-o si-ta.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-PRES before phone-ACC do-PAST
'Taro called Hanako before he saw her.'
c. *Taroo-wa [Hanako-ni au ato-de] denwa-o su-ru.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-PRES after phone-ACC do-PRES
[Intended] Taro will call Hanako after he sees her.'
d. Taroo-wa [Hanako-ni at-ta ato-de] denwa-o su-ru.
Taro-TOP Hanako-DAT meet-PAST after phone-ACC do-PRES
'Taro will call Hanako after he sees her.'
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Truth conditions of before-clauses, and after-clauses are as follows.
(23) Truth conditions for before-clauses and a//gr-clauses
Where cp and \\i are sentences:
a. 9 before \j/ is true at an interval k if and only if
1) 9 is true at an interval i, and
2) \\i is true at an interval j, and
3) the interval i precedes the interval], and
4) both the interval i and the interval j are included in the inter-
val k
b. (p after \\f is true at an interval k if and only if
1
)
(pis true at an interval i, and
2) \\f is true at an interval j, and
3) the interval j precedes the interval i, and
4) both the interval i and the interval j are included in the inter-
val k.
As an illustration, sentence (20e) is true at an interval that includes an inter-
val in which John feeds the cat is true preceding an interval in which Mary arrives
is true. The two intervals, as their temporal index PRESENT (with will) suggests,
follow the interval denoted by the speech time in Comp. On the other hand, sen-
tence (20f) is true if and only if the interval in which John feeds the cat is preceded
by the interval indicating that Mary arrives, and both are included in a larger inter-
val. Both intervals again come after the interval of speech time. Besides, tenses in
before-clauses and after-clauses do not share the same additional index as tenses
in matrix clauses. This is because the intervals they denote do not occur simulta-
neously.
It can be seen that the analysis proposed for when-clauses can be applied to
before-clauses as well as after-clauses. Thus, the semantics of temporal adverbial
clauses can be accounted for in a unified manner. In addition, the analysis is able
to achieve interpretations of temporal adjunct clauses cross-linguistically as dem-
onstrated in examples from English and Japanese.
5. Conclusion
It is clear that En9's analysis poses problems in interpreting sentences containing
the temporal adverbial vv7?e«-clause. An alternative analysis is then proposed,
maintaining her concept of tenses as temporal referential expressions, and her con-
sideration of syntactic properties as generating interpretations for tenses. The cru-
cial difference lies in the fact that the new analysis views matrix tense as the ante-
cedent for temporal indexation, instead of adjunct tense. This assumption together
with some modifications to En9's statements plus certain independently motivated
stipulations give a plausible explanation and correct predictions concerning inter-
pretation of tenses not only in the temporal adjunct clauses headed by when, but
also in other temporal adjuncts such as before-clauses and after-clauses. The
analysis presented in this paper, hence, should be taken into consideration to ac-
count for the semantics of temporal adverbial clauses.
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This book consists of an introductory chapter by the editors, Dixon & Aikhenvald
(henceforth D&A), nine chapters on the notion of word and related matters on in-
dividual languages and a final 'conclusions' chapter by P. H. Matthews. The nine
chapters between the introduction and the conclusions are by the following authors
and on the following topics: A. Aikhenvald on clitics, especially in Tariana, an
Arawak language from Amazonia; A. Woodbury on the word in Cup'ik, a variety
of Central Alaskan Yup'ik; J. Henderson on the word in Eastern/Central Arremte,
a language from central Australia; R. M. W. Dixon on the word in Jarawara, an
Amazonian language; U. Zeshan on the notion of word in sign languages, with an
emphasis on Indo-Pakistani Sign Language; R. Rankin et al. on the word in
Siouan, from both a synchronic and a diachronic perspective; K. Olawsky on the
word in Dagbani, a Gur language of northern Ghana; A. Harris on the word in
Georgian; and B. Joseph on the word in Modem Greek.
D&A propose that the notion of phonological word needs to be conceptually
distinguished from that of grammatical word and hst a number of criteria that can
be used for the identification of each of the two units. Depending on the language,
grammatical and phonological words may coincide to different degrees, but, in
their view, there is no a priori reason why morphological and phonological words
should be coextensive in all languages all the time. A draft of Chapter 1 was sent
to all contributors and most of them adopt this approach. Thus, most chapters
contain sections on phonological words, morphological words, clitics ('something
that is a grammatical word but not a complete phonological word'), and cases of
mismatches between grammatical and phonological words (25). The exception to
this theoretical stand (and chapter organization) is Joseph's chapter on the word in
Greek. Although other authors have analyzed Greek as possessing a number of
clitics, Joseph — following Zwicky (1985) and other work by this author
— argues that the notions of word and affix are sufficient for the analysis of this
and other languages, provided that we recognize that there are typical and atypical
words and affixes. The term 'clitic' is used by other authors to refer to atypical
cases (atypical words or atypical affixes) but, in Joseph's view, as in Zwicky' s,
nothing is gained by introducing a third category, clitic, as another tool in our box
of analytical tools. In Joseph's chapter, unlike in most other chapters in the book,
phonological and grammatical facts relevant for the definition of 'word' are dis-
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cussed together. Personally, I find Joseph's view more appealing than that es-
poused in the other chapters. Whereas D&A are undoubtedly correct in stating that
phonological and grammatical units do not necessarily coincide in all cases (and
this is abundantly demonstrated in this book), I am not convinced that all evidence
of one of these two types, phonological or grammatical, will necessarily converge
in identifying the same word units in a given language. Let us consider one exam-
ple. In the Basque dialect of Ondarroa, intervocalic /d/ has become a flap (this
sound is represented as r, since the process has caused neutralization with the pre-
existing rhotic flap). The 'flapping of /d/' is generally limited to word domains,
but it also affects /d/-initial inflected verbs; compare Fidel-da 'it is Fidel', Fidel-
dator 'Fidel is coming' with Koldo-ra 'it is Koldo', Koldo-rator 'Koldo is com-
ing'. Since, as in all other Basque dialects and in Spanish (in which all Ondarroa
Basque speakers are bilingual), the flap is otherwise excluded from the word-
initial position, it seems that we must conclude that these inflected verb forms
phonologically attach to the noun to their left, creating a single phonological word
that contains two grammatical words. Converging evidence of 'phonological
wordhood' is also provided, for instance, by a vowel assimilation process that
raises word-final low vowels to mid after a high vowel, as in the example Peru-re
'it is Peru'. So far, so good: this would be yet another case of mismatch between
phonological and morphological words. The problem is that not all the
phonological evidence converges in identifying these verbs, da 'is', dator 'is
coming', etc., as forming a phonological word unit with the noun to their left. In
particular, the accentual evidence is in clear conflict with this. In Ondarroa Basque
stems (and affixes) can be lexically accented or unaccented. If the stem is ac-
cented, an accent surfaces on the penultimate syllable of the word. For instance,
the name Koldo is accented. Its accent can be seen to shift to the penultimate syl-
lable in inflected forms such as Koldona 'the one of Koldo' s', Koldontzdko 'for
Koldo'. Crucially, however, following inflected verbs are outside of the accentual
word domain, as shown by the examples Koldo-ra 'it is Koldo', Koldontzdko-ra 'it
is for Koldo', with word-level penultimate accent. The domains that are identified
as phonological words in Ondarroa Basque will thus depend on the specific phe-
nomena that are chosen for this classificatory purpose, not on a simpler distinction
between phonological and grammatical 'word' domains. Typically all word-level
phonological evidence will point in the same direction, just like typically
phonological and grammatical evidence for the word will converge, but this is not
a necessary state of affairs. I am thus more comfortable with the gradualistic view
presented by Joseph in his chapter. It does not seem obvious to me that the re-
placement of a single notion of word by two, phonological word and grammatical
word, as D&A propose, represents a clear methodological or conceptual improve-
ment.
This book offers a wealth of information on the status of the 'word' in a ty-
pologically and geographically diverse set of languages, both oral and signed, in-
cluding some with very striking mismatches between the word-size units which
are defined according to different morphosyntactic and phonological criteria. For
quite a few of the languages in this book, this sort of information cannot be found
anywhere else. D&A have done an excellent job at giving coherence to the volume
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by providing a preliminary version of the first chapter to all contributors, which
they were able to use as a model for the description (to the extent that they did not
disagree with D&A's basic premises). The conclusion chapter, by Matthews,
which contains reference to many issues raised by the other contributors in their
chapters (as well as providing some interesting reflections on how our grammati-
cal tradition — including the concept of word — has been influenced by the spe-
cific morphological and syntactical properties of the Latin language) is also very
useful and contributes to making this book much more than a collection of de-
scriptions of the 'word' facts of a random set of languages.
The book has been carefully edited. I only noticed a single lapsus, in a foot-
note on p. 7: The up can move to the left over an object that is a full NP but not
over a preposition — / made up the story but not */ made up it.' It should be 'over
a pronoun'.
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The syntax of adverbial adjuncts has played an important role in the development
of syntactic theory. This is especially true in the Principles and Parameters model
laid out in Chomsky 1981. For example, the ban on extraction out of adjuncts, as
opposed to complements, was a key aspect of Huang's (1982) Condition on Ex-
traction Domain, which has influenced much of the research on locality since then.
(1) a. *who did you arrive [after Bill met r]
b. who did you see [pictures of f]
The fact that adjuncts are much harder to extract out of (weak) islands such as the
w/i-island (see Lasnik & Saito 1984 among many others) also played a significant
role in defining conditions on syntactic relations.
(2) a. *how did John wonder [what to fix f]
b. ?what did John wonder [how to fix r]
Adverbial adjuncts also played a prominent role in the explosion of functional
projections such as INFL (Pollock 1989) in providing a diagnostic for head-
positions, and the concomitant existence of functional phrases.
(3) a. Jean lit souvent un livre
b. *Jean souvent lit un livre
c. John often reads a book
d. *John reads often a book
Adjuncts also figured prominently in Larson's (1988) seminal paper on the shell-
structure of VP, where the idea that postverbal adjuncts sit in the most deeply em-
bedded, 'complement' position of the verb was first formulated:
(4) a. John read the book slowly
' Caveat lector. Reviewing a 555-page book is a task doomed to failure. I thought it more useful to situate
Ernst's study within a broader theoretical context. I hope that readers of The Syntax ofAdjuncts will benefit
from the present perspective. For important discussions on adjuncts, I thank Norbert Homstein and Juan
Uriagereka.
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b. VP
John V
VP
DP V
the book V slowly
Both Pollockian and Larsonian insights have influenced in different measures the
two (not mutually exclusive) theoretical trends currently dominating the genera-
tive enterprise: Kayne's (1994) Antisymmetry hypothesis, and Chomsky's (1995)
Minimalist Program. But the fate of adjuncts in each approach has been very dif-
ferent, for reasons that are worth considering, as they shed light on Ernst's contri-
bution.
Although Pollockian reasoning pervaded early minimalism (see Chomsky
1991, 1993; Bobaljik & Jonas 1996), head-movement has become an anomaly in
the theory, and Chomsky (2000, 2001a) relegated the process to the PF compo-
nent, outside the confines of narrow syntax — where minimalist guidelines cease
to hold. As for Larsonian shells, they came to be used exclusively for thematic
purposes. At various times, Chomsky has noted that 'we still have no good phrase
structure theory for such simple matters as attributive adjectives, relative clauses,
and adjuncts of many different types' (1995, p. 382, note 22), and that '[t]here has
never, to my knowledge, been a really satisfactory theory of adjunction, and to
construct one is no slight task' (2001b, p. 15). Chomsky (2000, 2001b) has tried to
refine a notion of 'pair merge' for adjunction (as opposed to 'set merge' for com-
plementation), but I concur with Chametzky (2003, p. 206) that
If [Chomsky's Pair-Merge] is what a theory of adjuncts 'that satisfies
[the Strong Minimalist Thesis]' looks like, then it seems reasonable to
conclude that there is no such thing. Given that the construction be-
haves 'as if [adjuncts aren't] there apart from semantic interpretation'
(Chomsky 2001b, p. 15) — that is, that adjuncts have no syntax — this
is not such a far-fetched conclusion, (emphasis in the original)
Indeed, Chametzky (2000, p. 142) points to adjuncts' core property, their
optionality, and argues that
Minimalist theorizing is about trying to discover and use only that
which is necessary. There might be, then, a principled tension between
the phenomenon of Adjuncts and minimalist theorizing. Adjuncts
might be simply the wrong sort of things for there to be a minimalist
theory of. Minimalist theorizing aims to employ only operations that
cannot be avoided, operating on objects that are mandatory. Adjuncts
are not mandatory, and the operation Merge simply assimilated them to
the form of mandatory objects (...), and the special nature of Adjuncts
entirely disappeared.
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Collins (2002) reinforces this point by not mentioning adjuncts at all in his attempt
at a genuinely bare phrase structure.
It is in the light of Chomsky's and Chametzky's statements about adjuncts
that Ernst's study is best evaluated. But before showing why this is so, I would
like to sketch the more optimistic alternative to the syntax of adjuncts that
emerged from the pursuit of an antisymmetric approach to grammar.
For theory-internal, mechanical reasons pertaining to the formulation of his
Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA) (if a precedes (3, a asymmetrically
c-commands |3), Kayne (1994) suggested we collapse specifiers and adjuncts.
Cinque (1999) built on this proposal to claim that adjuncts occupy the 'specifier'
position of abstract, dedicated functional projections. Because of the LCA-driven
claim that there can only be one specifier per projection, and the fact that adjuncts
iterate, the number of functional projections needed to accommodate the syntax of
adjuncts grew exponentially. In so doing, Cinque aimed to capture ordering re-
strictions among adjuncts, and the parallelism he found between such restrictions
and morpheme restrictions inside verbal elements associated with a semantics
similar to that of adjuncts. For example, just as verbal elements exhibit a strict or-
dering, as in (5) (see already Chomsky 1957), adjuncts occur in a corresponding
sequence, as in (6), and no other.
(5) He must have been playing in the garden
(6) He allegedly always wrote Martha's letters completely
Cinque suggests we capture the parallelism between (5) and (6) via Baker's (1985)
Mirror Principle, which ensures a correspondence between morpheme order and
functional hierarchy.
Although Ernst does not directly address the 'Mirror' effects Cinque was in-
terested in, he spends a considerable amount of time providing conceptual and
empirical arguments against a Cinque-style approach to the distribution of adver-
bial adjuncts (see especially his Chapters 3 and 4). Let me briefly mention one set
of properties that cast doubt on the antisymmetric take on adjunct.
The issue is simple: adjuncts may (but need not) precede the structures they
scope over. The problem arises with a situation whereby a given adjunct follows
the structure it modifies, as in (7):
(7) John wanted to kiss her in Florence
Semantically we know that in Florence modifies kiss her, which is standardly
characterized in terms of in Florence commanding V. But if in Florence com-
mands V, according to the LCA it should precede V, contrary to fact. Assuming
with Larson (1988) that in Florence is a complement of kiss won't do. If in Flor-
ence were a complement, it should be possible to extract from it. This is not the
case.
(8) ?* Which country did you meet her in the capital of r?
(cf Which countries did you visit the capital of?)
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More recently, Kayne and others have pursued the possibility that sentences like
(7) are massively realigned, involving remnant movement of the sort in (9).
(9) Starting derivation:
VP
PP
i?i Florence kiss
After remnant movement:
XP
V X'
kiss her X VP
PP VI
/ \ :p ^
in Florence 4f*¥ he^
But aside from the fact that it is not always clear what category X really is, and the
fact that the displacement of V goes against the idea that movement is a Last Re-
sort operation, the derivation in (9) makes the wrong prediction that V is an is-
land, much like standard specifiers (such as subjects). But this is not the case:
(10) Who did you kiss r in Florence
Ernst (p. 144f.) is right in saying that
Cinque (...) ha[s] claimed that putting all adverbs into Spec positions,
in one-to-one licensing relationships with heads, yields a more restric-
tive theory than allowing adverbs to be adjoined. It is important to note,
however, that this is not the same notion of restrictiveness commonly
invoked in the early days of generative grammar, when the child lan-
guage learner was seen as having to construct the rules of her grammar.
(...) [I]n current [Principles-and-Parameters] grammar the child only
needs to determine the correct value for [the] parameters provided by
UG. (...) Therefore, regardless of whether there are one, or two, or sev-
enteen possible licensing relations, as long as the child does not have to
make a choice (...), then this is not a matter of restrictiveness. Rather, it
is a matter of simplicity.
One can only agree with Ernst in his statement that 'any putative restrictive-
ness gained by reducing the number of phrase structural relations should be bal-
anced against increased numbers of movement trigger types, [and] lack of con-
straints on possible functional heads' (p. 95).
It is fair to say that adjuncts are not specifiers; they don't behave on a par:
Adjuncts iterate, specifiers don't; specifiers overwhelmingly surface on the left.
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many adjuncts on the right (in SVO languages); some specifiers allow for extrac-
tion, adjuncts never do; specifiers license anaphors, adjuncts never do. The list
could go on and on. Specifiers and adjuncts just are two different species. Col-
lapsing them structurally loses any hope to distinguish them. Ironically, one of the
most compelling arguments in favor of not treating adjuncts and specifiers alike is
provided by Cinque himself. (The argument is not discussed by Ernst, who, as I
noted above, largely ignores Mirror effects of the type Cinque is interested in.)
Cinque (1999, p. 127) notes that 'the order [of functional heads] appears crosslin-
guistically invariant. The limited cases of apparent variation all seem to involve
agreement and negation.' But such cases are not limited at all. Concluding her
survey of over 500 genetically unrelated languages, Julien (2000, p. 359) observes
that 'there is one inflectional category which does not so easily fit into the ... rigid
framework that syntactic analyses [like Cinque 1999] provide. This category is
agreement.'
It is remarkable that the main function of specifiers, i.e., agreement, is pre-
cisely the one that does not fit the hierarchy that emerges from treating adjuncts as
specifiers. It appears that specifiers and adjuncts belong to different systems. Fur-
thermore, it is remarkable that it is an uninterpreted property of the grammar such
as agreement that deviates from the rigid order governing the co-occurrence re-
strictions on adjuncts. It is tempting to conclude based on this that Cinque's hier-
archy is a semantic one. (In his conclusion. Cinque (1999) argues that his hierar-
chy cannot be reduced to semantics, but his arguments are few, and very weak.)
But if the relevant restrictions are semantic in nature, it would be redundant to en-
code them in the syntax.
This is precisely the line of thought that Ernst develops. Ernst argues that for
the most part adjuncts freely adjoin to any projection. Adjuncts' possible positions
are determined by the interpretive module, which combines adjuncts' lexico-
semantic (selectional) requirements (such as scope) and general compositional
rules. Semantics is the main filter that acts on the syntax to properly constrain the
distribution of adverbials. In addition, considerations on the PF side of the gram-
mar further filter out poor adjunction choices. The two PF considerations Ernst
examines in detail are (i) a directionality (/head) parameter, and (ii) prosodic con-
ditions ('morpho-phonological weight'). In short, one can say that as far as ad-
juncts go, syntax generously proposes, and the interfaces dispose.
After laying out his assumptions and arguing against a Cinque-style ap-
proach in Chapters 2-4, Ernst illustrates how the various principles he proposes
conspire to yield the correct results for the distribution of post-verbal, VP adjuncts
(Chapters 4, 5), vP-adjuncts (Chapter 6), IP-adjuncts (Chapter 7), and CP-adjuncts
(Chapter 8). Chapter 9 provides a detailed conclusion, and discusses avenues for
further research. The breadth of Ernst's research leaves no doubt that The Syntax
of Adjuncts will constitute the basis of future work on the distribution and typol-
ogy of adjuncts. The specifics of the principles that Ernst proposes are bound to be
subject to important modifications, but Ernst has shown that they are hkely to be
the right kind of principles for adjuncts.
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Let me end by pointing to the biggest problem of all that future work will
face regarding the syntax of adjuncts. Ernst has conclusively shown that there is
no adjunct-specific syntax, and that the interfaces are responsible for surface pat-
terns. This result compounds the problem of the representation of adjuncts, the op-
eration of adjunction. Current work on Phrase Structure (Chomsky 1994, Collins
2002, Collins & Ura 2001, Chametzky 2000, 2003) emphasizes the role of syntac-
tic relations to deduce properties of phrase markers. But adjuncts lack syntactic
relations, they are just 'there' in narrow syntax, and only come in full force in the
interpretive components. How this can be integrated within a bare phrase structure
theory is the challenge that The Syntax ofAdjuncts urges us to take part in.
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This is a textbook on the structure and origin of, primarily, the learned vocabulary
of English. In the introduction, Stockwell & Minkova state that 'if you use a dic-
tionary a lot, you probably don't need this book' (p. 1). Nevertheless, the book
would be useful even to frequent users of dictionaries, as it provides information
on many topics related to the English lexicon, including the following: possible
sources of words, such as compounding, derivation, blending, acronyms, etc.,
(Chapter 1, 'Word origins'); a brief overview of the history and relations of the
English language (Ch. 2, entitled 'The background of English'); the incorporation
of foreign words since the Norman conquest (Ch. 3, 'Composition of the Early
Modern and Modern English vocabulary'); elements of morphology (Ch. 4,
'Smaller than words: morphemes and types of morpheme'); morphophonological
rules in the Enghsh lexicon (Ch. 5, 'Allomorphy, phonetics and affixation'; Ch. 6,
'Replacement rules'; Ch. 7, 'Deletion rules and other kinds of allomorphy'; and
Ch. 8, 'Fossilized allomorphy: false cognates and other etymological pitfalls');
semantic change (Ch. 9, 'Semantic change and semantic guesswork'); and the
stress pattern and other aspects of the pronunciation of unassimilated or incom-
pletely assimilated Latin and Greek words and phases (Ch. 10, 'The pronunciation
of classical words in English').
An aspect of this textbook with which I disagree is the abstract or panchronic
perspective taken by the authors, where alternations having their origin in a sound
change in, say. Old French or pre-Classical Latin, are cast as phonetically moti-
vated rules in the English lexicon. This perspective, which is reminiscent of
Chomsky & Halle's The Sound Pattern of English and related work, is the source
of many descriptive statements and analyses that are bound to cause confusion
among non-initiated users of the book. To choose just a couple of examples among
many others in the book: on p. 105 the word democratize is listed as containing a
suffix,
-ize, 'beginning with a front vowel' which nevertheless fails to trigger T-
Lenition. On the next page, we are told that '[f]our distinct changes can take place
at the intersection of a morpheme ending in [-t] and a morpheme beginning with
[i] or [y]. We can simply get lenition from [t] to [s], as in . . . importance . . .'
(p. 106). My feeling is that a reader who is not sufficiently familiar with the
Chomsky & Halle model and who has understood the difference between spelling
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and sounds, which is explained a few pages earUer, will necessarily find all of this
mystifying. Sometimes this style of presentation leads to downright anti-historical
analyses. For instance, on p. 125, the lexical relation between table and tabulate,
single and singular, etc., is explained as showing the application of a rule of
U-Epenthesis; e.g., table + ate -> tabulate by application of U-Epenthesis. The
pronunciation nucutar for nuclear is then presented as a case of optional applica-
tion where 'U-Epenthesis has yet to achieve full respectability', and epistolary (cf.
epistle) is given as an example 'where the epenthetic vowel is exceptional'. Of
course from a historic point of view, this is all incorrect: Latin tabula became
French table by post-tonic vowel deletion, and tabulate simply preserves the
original vowel; epistolary- derives from Latin epistola (a variant of epistula); and
nucular is an analogical formation (probably based on secular, regular, ocular,
and similar examples) which, from a historical point of view, has nothing to do
with the other examples cited in this section. The authors may want to argue that,
for the benefit of students of modern English, it is more convenient to present
these alternations as if they represented a case of epenthesis, but given the fact that
the title of this book contains the word 'History', I question the advisability of
taking this approach. Students and other readers without previous knowledge may
be misled into believing that tabulate, singular, etc., actually originated from the
contracted forms by a process of epenthesis. Again, this is just one example of the
general approach adopted in this book.
My preference would have been for the real historical origin of the various
alternations to be provided. I believe that most of the time, this sort of historical
explanation can be presented without complicating things too much. The benefit to
the student who learns — to go back to the example just discussed — that the al-
ternation illustrated by table/tabulate has to do with the loss of post-tonic vowels
in Gallo-Romance, is that, besides becoming aware of the alternation, she or he
will have learned something about historical linguistics. Similarly, to choose an-
other one of the examples mentioned above, as an account of the alternation ex-
emplified by important/importance, I would have preferred a concise but accurate
description of the sound changes in Late Latin and French that transformed
-antiaZ-entia into -ancef-ence, rather than a synchronic analysis that makes the
questionable assumption that phonologically, English importance ends in a front
vowel.
In addition to the ten numbered chapters, the book contains two appendices.
Appendix I, 'An introduction to dictionaries', is chapter-length and includes a de-
scription of different dictionaries and types of dictionaries, providing useful in-
formation on this topic. Appendix II. "Morpheme list', is a list of 427 roots and
affixes including, for each of them, its meaning, examples, and its source (mostly
Latin and Greek with a few listed as coming from Proto-Indo-European, French,
or Old English). This morpheme list is unfortunately marred by certain inconsis-
tencies in the way sources are given. Latin verbs are usually cited in the infinitive,
with theme vowel and infinitive ending in parentheses, e.g., L cant(are), but
sometimes only the root is given, without any indication that this is not a free
form. e.g.. L ambul 'walk' (for ambiilo. ambnlare), L plec 'fold, tangle' (for plico,
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plicarel), and there are also some errors of conjugation, as with incorrect L
sed(are) 'sit' (correct sedeo, sedere). With Latin nouns, sometimes the nominative
singular is given, as in L pars (for pars, partis— we follow the usual convention
of citing nominative and genitive singular); other times what we find is the nomi-
native singular with the inflectional ending in parentheses, as in L lud(us); and
some other times nonexistent free forms are offered, as in L oper 'work, creation'
(for opus, operis), L ordin 'order' (for ordo, ordinis), and L ped 'foot' (for pes,
pedis); similarly with adjectives, as with nonexistent L patient (for patiens, pa-
tientis). I think it would have been better to adopt a consistent approach for citing
Latin sources. The word inertia, listed as an example containing the morpheme art
'skill', is listed as having its source in Old French art, even though this is an obvi-
ous case of direct borrowing from Classical Latin into English. This lack of con-
sistency in the citation of sources makes the usefulness of this appendix somewhat
problematic for the student interested in obtaining accurate information on the ori-
gin of words.
This book provides much information on a number of aspects of the English
lexicon. For instructors who are comfortable with the classical generative per-
spective this can be a valuable textbook. Other instructors may want to skip some
of the chapters and replace them with other materials.
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